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INTRODUCTION .. 

A CIVILISED nation has many aspects, and the story of its life 
might be told in as many ways. But, broadly speaking, the 
forms under which it presents itself to observation may be 
reduced to three. We may consider it either as a Society, as 
a Polity, or as a State among States. The first and simplest 
conception of it is, of course, as a Society--1t body of indivi
duals associated, primarily, for purposes of mutual support in 
the struggle with the hostile forces of Nature, and of common 
advantage in the acquisition and distribution of her products. 
Association, however, necessarily creates rights and duties; 
from rights and duties spring law and government; with law 
and government the Polity is born; and from the intercourse 
of one polity with another arises the still wider conception of 
the State among States. 

Under which of these three aspects we propose to review 
the life of the English nation in the following pages is 
sufficiently indicated by the title of the work. It is with our 
career as a Society, and not as a Polity, nor as a State among 
States, that this history is concerned. At the outset, how
ever,it may be as ~ell to guard against the risk of any 
misconception as to the sense in which our title is employed 
and the limits within which it applies. Every civilised 
Society is in the nature of an organism, the shape and 
direction of whose evolution depend in part upon the 
action of internal forces and in part upon the influence of its 
surroundings. Among those surroundings the laws and insti
tutions of every such Society form a most important element 
and playa very potent part. True as it may be that they 
often owe both their origin and complexion, wholly or in large 
measure, to the character of the people who devise or who 
accept them, it is no less true that they react powerfully upon 
that character and materially affect its development. Still 
more obvious is it that, whatever may have been a nation's 
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naturll;l' tendencies of growth, they are liable to be profoundly 
influenced by the nature of its relations with other States
with States from whom it may learn arts and industries or 
derive wealth-with St~tes whom it may conquer or be con
quered by-with States who may strengthen it by alliances or 
exhaust it in wars. In strictness of language, therefore; the 
social history of any country is not, and cannot be, absolutely 
separable from the history of its political events, its legal and 
administrative institutions, and its international fortunes. 
The undue prominence formerly given by historians to these 
matters has produced a reaction, which is, perhaps, in some 
danger· of running to excess; and the influence of politics 
upon social progress is again\ perhaps, beginning to assert 
itself as a force of greater activity and potency than a certain 
modern school of historical writers are disposed to acknow
ledge. "Drum-and-trumpet histories," no doubt, deserve 
much of the contempt which the late Mr. Green, by implica
tion, cast upon them in the preface to his famous work; but 
nevertheless there are passages in the epic of a nation's life 
which seem imperatively to require recitation to the strains 
·of these martial instruments. Without such an accompani
ment, indeed, the historical narratives would sometimes be 
not only inadequate, but positively unintelligible. 

Yet, although we cannot entirely detach the history of the 
Society from that of the Polity and State, although we cannot 
escape the necessity of combining with our narrative of the 
material, moral, and intellectual progress of the people some 
parallel record of their politics at home and abroad, we can 
approximate sufficiently for our present purpose to a separa
tion of the two subjects. It is open to us, and it has been the 
object aimed at in these pages, to abstract from the political, 
and to isolate the social facts of our history wherever this can 
be done; to deal as concisely as the demands of clearness will 
permit with matters of war and conquest, of treaty and 
alliance, of constitutional conflict and dynastic struggle; but 
to treat at length and in detail of the various stages of 
our English civilisation, whether as marked by recognisable 
epochs in moral and intellectual advance, or as indirectly 
traceable through those accretions of weal~h which, by in
creasing comfort and enlarging leisure, do so much to promote 
the intellectual development, and, within certain limits, the 
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moral improvement of peoples. It is possible, and it is 
here intended, to dwell mainly on such matters as the growth 
and economic movements of the population, the progressive 
expansion of industry and commerce, the gradual spread of 
education and enlightenment, the advance of arts and sciences, 
the steady diffusion, in short, of all the refining influence~ of 
every description which make for the" humane life." 

Such a treatment of the history of a people must obviously 
follow one or other of two methods. Either their forward 
movement, from the first rude and simple beginnings of Society 
to the complexity of modem life, may be viewed throughout 
as a whole; or the progress made by them in all the various 
departments of human activity may be examined period by 
period, in detail In other words, we may take up a position 
from which we can survey the entire array of our civilising 
forces in their wide-winged advance; or we may collect 
reports from those who have separately followed the onward 
march of each of the great divisions of which the army is 
composed. Either method has its advantages, and either 
its drawbacks. The former undoubtedly presents us with a 
picture more impressive to the eye, but the latter yields 
results less bewildering to the mind. What is lost to the 
imagination through the employment of this method is the 
gain of the understanding, and perhaps no other justification 
is needed for its adoption in a work of this kind. For it may 
at least be claimed for a Social History of England compiled 
on this principle, that if it will not of itself enable the reader 
to comprehend the entire subject in all its vast proportions, 
it is the best preparation which he could have for an attempt 
to grapple with that formidable task A powerful imagination, 
aided by exceptional clearness of head and tenacity of memory, 
might possibly attack so many-sided a subject en bloc, with 
some, prospect of success; but for the great majority of 
mankind a patient study of it, detail by detail, must precede 
any attempt to survey it as a whole. 

There is also, I venture to think, another convenience, and 
an additional aid tcr fulness of comprehension, in the method 
which has been here adopted. By the plan of tracing our 
social progress through the various departments of activity 
which sum up the life of a people, that continuous move
ment from the $eneral to the special. from the simple to the 
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complex, from unity to multiplicity, which the advance of 
civilisation involves, and indeed implies, is brought before 
the reader in, perhaps, the most conspicuous of all possible 
ways. It" leaps to the eye," so to say, from the very table of 
contents. As the centuries roll on, the six or seven great 
categories under which the various forms and forces of social 
life may at first be divided become unequal to the needs of 
classification. The accumulating facts under each of them 
grow too various in character to be massed together without 
risk of confusion. New activities arise which refuse to, class 
themselves under the old headings. Divisions of the subject 
throw off subdivisions which themselves require later on to 
be further subdivided. In every department of our national life 
there is the same story of evolutionary gtowth-continuous in 
some of them, intermittent in others, but unmistakable in all. 
Industries multiply and ramify; Commerce begets child after 
child; Art, however slowly in this country as compared with 
others, diversifies its forms; Lea.rning breaks from its medireval 
tutelage and enters upon its world-wide patrimony; Literature, 
after achieving a poetic utterance the most noble to which 
man has ever attained, perfects a prose more powerful than 
that of any living competitor, and more flexible than all save 
one; and finaIly, Science, latest of birth, but most marvellous 
of growth, rises suddenly to towering stature, stretches forth 
its hundred hands of power, extending immeasurably the 
reach of human energies, and, through the reaction of a 
transformed external life upon man's inner nature, profoundly 
and irreversibly, if still to some extent obscurely, modifies 
the earthly destinies of the race. 

It is surely no reproach to the intellectual faculties of the 
average modern Englishman that he should require the aids 
of classification and arrangement to assist him to realise this 
mighty and manifold advance. To attempt to review the 
whole line of a moving army through stage after stage of its 
march might well confuse the perceptions of all save the 
trained military expert, and dazzle any but the most practised 
eye. And some such effect could hardly fail to be produced 
by a Social History of England which, in chapter after 
chapter, and sometimes -even in paragraph after paragraph, 
should interweave the story of our progress in arts or letters 
with the record of the growth of our industries and the 
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expansion of our commerce. It is with the view, as has 
been said, of avoiding such confusion that the plan of these 
volumes has been determined on. To those responsible for. 
its selection it has seemed best to treat of each great depart
ment of our social life in severalty, and as far as possible 
(though this, of course, is not always entirely possible) in 
strict segregation from the rest; and so to arrange the work 
as that each chapter should carryon the history of our 
progress in every such department from the point at which 
the preceding chapter left it. ' 

It may be objected to this arrangement that it inevitably 
entails a certain amount of repetition. The objection is just, 
but not, as it has seemed to the projectors of this work, of any 
considerable weight. Certain events and influences do un
doubtedly touch our social history on more than one of its 
sides, and certain historic personages belong to it in more 
than one capacity. Economic movements, for instance, are 
sometimes inseparably associated with changes in manners, arts 
and industries occasionally overlap each other, the religious 
leader in early periods is often the promoter of learning, 
not infrequently also the eminent man-of-Ietters. All such 
things and persons require, of course, to be dealt with under 
more than one section, and have been so dealt with in fact. 
But it will be found, I venture to think, that these unavoid
able duplications are neither numerous nor important enough 
to weigh . against the general convenience of the adopted 
arrangement. 

The various heads, then, under which our Social History 
may be considered are as follow:-

I. Civil Organisation. 
II. Religion. 

III. Learning and Science. 
IV. Literature. 
V. Art. 

VI. Trade and Industry. 
VII. Manners. 

The general character of the contents of Section I. may 
be gathered from the foregomg remarks. It will contain a 
concisely-summarised account of the more important political 
events of each period, especially of such as have an immediate 

b 
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bearing on the social life of the people; but it will be mainly 
devoted to tracing the development of our administrative 
institutions (the history of English law and of .our judicial 
system being dealt with in a separate section), and will, in fact, 
render a continuous account of the various modes in which 
the Society has' expressed and expresses itself as the Polity. 
Our progress in the arts of military and naval defence, which 
would properly fall, perhaps, to be treated of under this. 
section, is the subject of a special contribution. 

In Section II. we shall deal with the subject of Religion 
under each of the three distinct forms in which it has influ
enced our social life-the forms, namely, of faith, worship, 
and discipline. We shall treat of it, that is to say, not only 
in its inner aspect as a force, in promoting, directing, or modi
fying, both by ritual and doctrine, the spiritual energies of 
the individual citizen, but also in its outward aspect as a 
system of injunctions and observances affecting civil life as a 
whole. The twofold or threefold character of this treatment 
will not at first necessitate any subdivisions of the subject. 
Throughout those centuries during which the faith of the 
nation was formulated, its worship directed, and its discipline 
prescribed by a single authority, the history of the Church of 
England covers the history of national religion. It is not till 
after the Rsformation and until the centrifugal influences 
of Protestantism come into full play in the multiplication of 
nonconforming sects, that it will be necessary to expand this 
section for the inclusion of all the religious influences bearing 
upon our Social History. 

The combined treatment of Learning and Science in 
Section III. will, of course, be only possible in the earlier 
volumes of the work. But during the period covered by 
those volumes the two titles were, in fact, names of the same 
thing. Where Science indeed, has from the first depended to 
some extent on experiment, as in the case of medicine, we 
begin at once to give it separate treatment; but it is not 
till it becomes exclusively and universally experimental 
that it ceases to belong to the household of Learning and 
claims an " establishment" of its own. Before that time, both 
alike beain and end in the study of written records. In this 
section,Ohowever, we shall deal, not only with the subject of 
the acquisition but· with that of the diffusion of secular 
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knowledge. It will be a combined history of research and of 
education. 

It is, perhaps, unnecessary to observe that Section IV. 
cannot always, from the nature of the case, be completely 
separated from the preceding section. The dividing-line 
between Literature and Science is frequently effaced, even in 
these days-sometimes, agreeably enough, thrsmgh the literary 

. gifts of scientific men; at other times, less desirably, through 
the scientific affectations of contemporary men-of-Ietters. But 
in earlier times, when poetry was still in its infancy, and 
romance and drama and criticism were as yet unbegotten, 
much of the existing national literature was the literature of 
Learning, and the appearance of the names of many early 
writers and their, works, both in this and in the foregoing 
division, was, therefore, inevitable. Nevertheless, the capacities 
in which they will thus appear being distinguishable from 
each other, they have a right to the double mention. Primi
tive epic, for instance, and ancient chronicle may be one; but 
the influence of the bard on the future of letters and of the 
lllngultge is something quite distinct from his contribution to 
contemporary learning and to our own knowledge of his time. 
His achievements in each capacity must be separately studied 
if his place in the history of English Social Life is to be 
accurately adjudged. Still, it is only in the earliest volume of 
this work that cases of this kind will be likely to occur. Later 
on the distinction between Literature and Learning will 
become and remain sufficiently well marked. 

The subject of Section V. is from the outset more clearly 
defined. It is, indeed, in .its earliest stages that Art is most 
distinctly independent and self-sufficing-most clearly the 
product of the natural human striving after the beautiful In 
the story of almost every nation the progress of this struggle 
has an interest of its own, irrespectively of the measure of its 
success, and it is far from being wanting in such interest in 
our own country. For a long time, however, the record of 
success, or at least of distinguished success, is with us, in a 
certain sense; a limited one. The history of English art is, for 
many ages, the history of a great architecture-mainly, in
deed, of a great religious architecture alone. With the two 
other leading art-forms-with painting and sculptur~it is 
long before English Social History has to concern itself; and 

b 2 
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we approach almost within sight of our own time before 
the subject of this section so expands as to compel its 
subdivision. 

It is in the section which follows that the need of suecial
isation is soonest felt. Under the joint heading of Trade and 
Industry we have been able at the outset to deal in one and 
the same article. with the entire history of national industry 
and of national and international exchange, whether of natural 
or manufactured products. But at an early stage of the work 
the urban industries claim separation from agriculture; pro
,duction and exchange soon after part company; and it may 
be that at last the ever-growing volume of our foreign com
merce will require to be treated apart from the history of 
inland trade; 

To the comprehensive title of Section VII. it may be 
objected that it is of somewhat indefinite import and extent; 
but it is on that account all the more fitted to describe the 
miscellaneous character of the matter which it covers, and to 
enable us to sum up under it all that remains to be recorded 
in the history of social progress. Needless to say, perhaps, it 
makes no pretence to be scientific, and indeed it . so far 
departs from strictly logical principles of classification as to 
introduce a new order of phenomena to the group. For it 
will, of course, be observed that whereas Religion, Industry, 
Learning, and the other titles which have been already under 
consideration, represent forces as well as their realised effects, 
the title now to be considered has not that duality of mean
ing. It is, in fact, only a name for the resultant of all the 
forces in question. The manners of a people are simply 
such as its ind,ustries, its religion, its art and learning and 
literature combine to make them; for upon the first of 
these factors depends that wealth which determines the 
material aspect of manners, while the other factors represent 
the humanising, refining, and sanctifying influences to which 
their moral aspect at any given stage of a people's social 
history is due. 

Hence, no doubt, it may be said with truth that every 
phenomenon recorded in our sections on manners is, strictly 
speaking, referable to one or more of the sections into which 
the work is divided. For where it is not the expression of some 
physical fact or material force, it is the product of some moral 
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or spiritual agent in the formation of a national character, 
which has, or should have been, already dealt with elsewhere. 
Nevertheless, the phenomena in question are so multitudinous 
that in the vast majority of cases it is only possible to note 
them in the mass, and without endeavouring to correlate them 
with each other, or to trace them to their creative causes. To 
the senses of most of us the social state of any country at any 
given stage of its civilisation is expressed by-is, indeed, 
almost identical with~the condition of its manners; and 
however thoroughly a social history may investigate the inner 
forces which have made for the civilisation and advancement 
of the community, it could not complete the picture to the 
eye, and still less to the imagination of a reader, without 
devoting an .ample, perhaps even a relatively greater space 
to the presentment of the outward aspect of their lives. 

I. CIVIL ORGANISATION. 

It is difficult for those who are confronted as we are at 
every turn by that endless intertexture of institutions of 
which contemporary society is made up, to realise the begin
nings of our English life. Civil organisation among the earliest 

. inhabitants of these islands-what was it? What meaning 
would the words have had? Or, if the words themselves are 
too abstract, what things and thoughts which we should nowa
days contemplate under that subject-name were before the 
eyes and in the minds of the men among whom Cresar's 
legionaries sprang, sword in hand, from their galleys on a 
certain day in the fifty-fifth year before the birth of Christ? 
Can" Civil Organisation" of any sort be predicated of them; 

. or are not the words, it may be asked, altogether too big to 
describe appropriately the rude and primitive arrangements 
of their common life? 

lIodem research is not of that opinion. It is not so very 
long, it is true, since the youthful student of this era of our 
history was not taught to see anything in the men who re
sisted the Roman invasion but a mere horde of naked bar
barians, as little entitled to the name, and as destitute of any 
of the characteristics, of a civil society as a band of Blackfeet 
.or of Sioux. This yelling, woad-bedaubed savage, however, 
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has been, by this time expelled, it may be hoped for good, 
from the popular imagination. Much, no doubt, is yet to 
learn about the race on whose shores the Roman conqueror 
planted his eagles before the dawn of the Christian era; but 
enough is known to satisfY us that the words in question are 
far from being unapt of application to their mode of ordering 
their lives. Cresar, in fact, descended upon a cOlmtry which 
had been the scene of repeated invasions and of successive 
conquests before his arrival; and so far were its people from 
being without civil organisation that they possessed a polity 
and society, in some measure compounded of and often 
visibly traceable to preceding ones, which it had in part 
assimilated and in part displaced. 

At some early stage or other in that westward movement 
of peoples which has continued from prehistoric periods down 
to our own times, a wave of non-Aryan immigrants, short of 
stature and swarthy of complexion, had swept over the island, 
to be followed in course of time by first one and then another 
incursion of Aryans-of Gaelic, that is to say, and Brythonic 
Celts; and when Cresar came, the mixed community deposited 
by these succeeding floods of invaders showed a distinctly 
legible history of social growth. The earliest settler, the 
dark Iberian, had long since been subdued and enslaved by 
the tall and fair-hued Celt who had followed him, and from . 
whom in language, in character, in mode of life, and form of 
institutions, the conquered Iberian conspicuously differed. 
But the Aryan tribesman, with his pride of race and his more 
advanced conception of property as of a subject not of 
common but of family ownership, had declined to the condition 
of a despised villager, so far as social and political importance 
were concerned, before the Roman conquest. The tribal chief 
had by that time grown into the tribal king; the free land of 
the tribe, alike with the common land of the villagers, had 
become tributary to him; and the two communities, f~lllily 
and communistic, were alike his subjects. It was through the 
strife of tribal kings, with its consequences of the flight, the 
exile, and the appeal for Roman assistance of those who had 
been worsted in the struggle, that the way was opened for 
the conquest of Britain to the conquerors of Gaul. 

A people who had already passed through such a history 
are surely well entitled to a record of their civil organisat.ion. 
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But the claim of the inhabitant of. pre-Roman Britain is 
stronger and more enduring than this; for the social system 
which grew up in these islands between the date of their 
earliest settlement by westward-journeying explorers and their 
subjugation by the Mistress of the World has left ineffaceable 
marks behind it to this day. Dim with the dust of centuries, 
yet still distinctly visible in dialect and tradition, in boundary 
lines of shire and dioces~,and in the strange survivals of pre
historic feud, the tribal divisions of Celtic England can still 
be traced, while "the rule of the Roman has been forgotten, 
even where his villa and his storied gravestone remain." 

Long, indeed, as was the period of Roman domination, 
its four centuries must be regarded from the point of view 
of our civil progress as a mere interval of arrested growth. 
Here, indeed, as everywhere, the conquerors set their 
mark deeply. enough upon the outward features of the 
land which they had maqe . their own. Roman road and 
Roman villa preserve for us the traces of their labours 
and their luxuries, and history testifies, in scattered but 
sufficient records, to the material prosperity, with its oppor
tunities of education and enlightenment for those within the 
area of diffusion, which grew up under the Roman Peace. 
But they never succeeded in-they never, indeed, system
atically attempted-that work of civil reconstruction which 
followed so many of their Continental conquests. The great 
mass of the British remained untouched alike in political 
institutions and laws as in language, religion, and manners, by 
the civilisation of their masters. Britain, after four hundred 
years of government as a conquered province, had done nothing 
but unlearn the rude military virtues which she originally 
possessed She had neither assimilated the administrative 
system of her rulers nor developed such germs of self-govern
ing capacity as were to be found in her pre-existing social 
order. Hence in the history of our civil organisation the 
Roman dominion can only be regarded as, politically speaking, 
an irrelevant episode-a digression from the main narrative, 
which does not resume its course again until the Imperial 
legions have been withdrawn. 

And then the thread is taken up by another hand, and 
from the new masters to which Britain has now to submit 
herself her civil life receives all. impress and her social' forces 
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adire<ition which are the most marked and most potent that 
she is destined in all her history to undergo. For the English 
conquest of Britain laid the foundations of the English social 
order that we know to-day. The Norman conqueror who 
came after did 'for England what the Roman conqueror had 
not endeavoured, or had failed, to do. He built upon the 
main lines of that civil organisation which he found in exist
ence at his coming, and widely as. the" elevation" of the com
pleted structure may have departed from the prospective ideal 
of the Saxon architect the ground plan remains his. Hence
forth, at any rate-from the " English conquest" of Britain in 
the seventh century down to the close of the nineteenth-the 
history of our social order is a history of uniform growth. 
There are no violent breaks in the narrative, nor, indeed, is 
there any material departure from what one may call the 
logical evolution of the "plot." Nimnanand Angevin, Tudor 
and Stuart, often working unconsciously enough, added each 
his chapter to the story; but its lines were laid from the 
beginning, its development has been continuous, and its 
course, through all political fluctuations and vicissitudes, 
orderly. At whatever period in our annals we turn away 
from the often troubled current of politics to survey the 
stream of social progress we find the same regularity in its 
steady onward flow. 

II. RELIGION. 

Of the other great agent in civilisation-Religion-a 
somewhat different story has to be told. Christianity dawned 
in Western Britain at a period when the civil virtues of the 
conquered Celts were declining under the paralysing effects ot 
Roman rule j but its early light was naturally feeble, and ere 
it had time to broaden eastward and southward, Rome with
drew her legions, and a fresh flood of paganism poured over 
the land. The precise duration of the era thus brought to so 
disastrous a close is hard to determine. Secular legend con
tends with religious myth in the pious but futile effort to indi
cate the apostle of Britain; but history, which cannot even fix 
with precision the date of the conversion, is naturally silent as 
to its author. All we know for certain is that there were 
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C'hristians in Britain at the commencement of the third 
century, and that in the early years of the fourth there is 
evidence of the existence in this country of a fully-organised 
Church. But the faith spread slowly, and had not permeated the 
mass of the people even of Southern Britain when the Roman 
occupation came to an end, and the one bond of connection 
between these islands and the western centre of Christianity 
was thus violently severed. The conquest of Britain by the 
pagan English" thrust a wedge of heathendom," as Mr. Green 
has picturesquely put it, " into the heart of that great Christian 
communion which comprised every country, save Germany, 
in Western Europe, as far as Ireland itself"; and it was from 
this furthest point of illumination that the rays of Christianity 
were destined to be reflected back upon the intervening dark
ness. It was. due to the ardour and devotion of Irish 
missionaries, and to the spirit which they infused into the 
Saxon princes who had embraced Christianity, that the light 
kindled by Augustine in South-eastern Britain was not ex
tinguished in blood. . 

Nevertheless, if it was the Celtic Church which conquered 
England for Christianity, it was to the Roman obedience 
that the country was won. The struggle of over two 
centuries between the old faith and the new was followed 
within a few years of ~ts close by a controversy among the 
victors as to the ecclesiastical rule which it was their duty to 
follow. At the Council convened for the settlement of this 
momentous question the claims of the Irish Church were 
Iejected and the authority of Rome prevailed. Following up 
her victory with her wonted promptitude, she despatched the 
Greek monk, Theodore of Tarsus, to fill the archiepiscopal 
See of Canterbury, and the CHURCH OF ENGLAND as we know 
it to-day was born. 

Its history for the twelve hundred years which have since 
elapsed has been, in large measure, the history of the nation, 
for which, indeed, during some nine or ten of these centuries, 
it was only another and a spiritual name. That its periods of 
development and of arrested growth, of prosperity and a~
versity, of splendour and obscuration, have always had theIr 
counterparts in contemporary secular eras, it would be t?O 
much to say. The temporal history of the Church lD 

England, as in most European countries, has always been a 
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subject of controversy. It touches the burning fringe of 
partY'politics at many points, and men of opposite opinions 
as to the proper policy of the State in civil matters cannot 
be expected to take the same view of the influence of the 
Church on social progress at certain given periods of her 
history. True, their differences turn mainly on political 
questions; true, the direct action of the Church upon 
society has, except during certain rare and brief intervals of 
corruption or stagnation, been too manifestly beneficent to 
admit of dispute; yet nevertheless-and there is here an illus
tration of the truth on which it seemed desirable to insist 
at the outset of these remarks-it is impossible so to separate 
the social from the political organism as to justify us in 
regarding the political conduct of the Church of England 
throughout the various ages of our history as without bearing 
on our social destinies. 

It would be the merest pedantry, for instance, to treat 
the great conflict of the twelfth century between the Church 
and the Crown-between the civil and the ecclesiastical 
jurisdictions-as a mere episode in our political history, as an 
incident which the social historian as such can afford to 
regard with indifference, or at any rate to stridy as a subject 
lying outside the sphere of his special work. The importance 
of that struggle was no less momentous from the social than 
from the political point of view. It would, indeed, be abso
lutely irrational to suppose that a question so profoundly 
affecting civil life in so many of its relations as was then in 
issue could have nothing or but little to say to social history. 
Should the Church possess judicial authority co-ordinate with 
and independent of, if not encroaching on, that of the State? 
Or were the State courts to be supreme? Primarily; no 
doubt, the issue here is an issue of politics, yet it is surely 
evident that its decision in a great measure determined the 
line of development of our English social body. Clearly it 
cannot be a matter of indifference to any society whether 
civil or ecclesiastical influences prevail in directing its 
advance. 

Sometimes, it is true, in those shifting scenes which show 
us the Church of England now active in the assertion of its 
spiritual privileges or temporal pretensions, now allied. with 
the champions of popular rights against the Crown, the 
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political side of its history overshadows every other aspect of 
it. Throughout the reign of John and into that of his son 
and successor it may, with substantial tmth, be said that the 
political and the social importance of the Church varied in
versely with each other. Its prominence as a participator in 
the strife of politics had never been so marked; but it was a 
stationary, and became at last a declining, influence on private 
life and manners. Great as had been its gains in popularity 
through its attitude in the struggle for the Charter, they were 
not so great or nearly so important as its losses in popular 
reverence. Everywhere its prelates and clergy displayed 
signs of a growing secularisation of temper and of habits. 
Preaching had fallen into disuse, the monastic orders had 
degenerated into mere wealthy landowners, the ignorance of 
the priest left parishes without the reality of spiritual direc
tion, even when his non-residence did not deprive them of its 
very form. Services were neglected and pluralism abounded. 
abuses of all kinds were rife, and the temporary failure of the 
Church to keep pace with the moral needs of the nation was 
attested by the eager interest with which the coming of the 
friars was welcomed by the people. 

For the revival of religion that followed, these devoted 
missionaries are no doubt entitled to the chief credit. Yet 
the Church which their enthusiasm did something to awaken 
was soon to find them sharing with her in that process of 
degeneration which went on through the next period of 
relapse. It is curious to contrast their condition in the first 
quarter of the thirteenth century with what it had become in 
the second half of the fourteenth, to reflect on the changPo 
which had taken place between the time when thousands of 
followers flocked, full of religious zeal, to the outstretched 
hand of the mendicant prea(!her, and the time, not much 
more than a century later, when Wyclif could, with general 
applause, denounce t.hem as I'sturdy beggars," and declare 
that u the man who gives alms to a begging friar is ipso facto 
excommunicate." 

These words were uttered by a man who was not content 
with mere denunciation, and in the struggle of Lollardism, 
from the initiation of the movement by Wyclif to its final 
suppression some thirty years after his death, we. have an 
illustration of that recuperative principle within the Church 
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itself by which it was revived and preserved from age to age, 
until, purged more thoroughly and renovated more com
pletely than ever before by the great convulsion of the 
Reformation, it finally assumed that place in the guidance 
of' the moral and spiritual progress of the people which, 
except for one comparatively brief period in a later century, 
it has never lost. 

And it is, of course, on that momentous crisis in' the 
fortunes of Europe that the profound interest which the Church 
and religion of the nation possess for the student of its social 
history mainly concentrates itself. For the future of civil 
society in England, as in every European country, may almost 
be said to have turned on its choice between the old faith 
and the new. The far-reaching consequences of that choice 
stand inscribed for us indeed on wider tablets than those of 
the history of a single continent: they are written across the 
face of the world. There is a form of civilisation suited to 
the genius of Catholicism and to the racial characteristics
on which, however, it also importantly reacts-of the nations 
which took the Romeward road at that great parting of the 
ways; and it is not the concern or within the purpose of this 
work to compare this form of civilisation, either favonrably 
or unfavourably, with that which has flourished and advanced 
in countries holding the Protestant form of the Christian faith. 
It is enough that. the two forms are essentially distinct, that 
they lend themselves respectively to the development of 
wholly different moral and intellectual qualities, and that the 
people which definitely accepts one of them must be content 
to travel to its goal at a different rate, if not by a different 
l"oute, of progress from that of the other. Hence it is that 
the decision between the claims of the two faiths which con
tended at the Reformation was of such vast social as well 
as political and religious importance. Issues inconceiv
ably remote from the question of the number of the Sacra
ments, or the Petrine Commission of the Pope, and-if 
temporal maybe compared with spiritual things-of vastly 
greater moment, it might be said, to humanity, were tried 
out in that tremendous struggle; and the results of the 
trial for most European countries, and for England pre
eminently, are visible to those who look around the world 
to-day, with an impressive clearness which even the most 
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vivid and powerful imagination of the great men of either 
Church who took part in that conflict could not possibly 
have realised. 

By that fateful decision of the sixteenth century the whole 
future course of our social history, so far as religious 
influences have guided it, was determined. For the Reformation 
was the unquestionable though not the immediate progenitor 
of that great spiritual movement of the ensuing century which 
left an impress on the life and manners of the nation so 
deep and so abiding as to be still plainly discernible, after an 
interval of two hundred and fifty years, in some of the most 
conspicuous and characteristic qualities of our people. With
out Protestantism" no Puritanism; and without Puritanism 
the Englishman of to-day would have been a different man. 
Not only in thought and feeling, not only in moral and 
intellectual temperament must he have deviated from the 
existing type, but his whole scheme and theory of life, his 
rules of individual conduct, his code of social usages, his. 
tastes and amusements, his preferences in literature, his 
attitude towards Art-in a word his entire estimate of the 
relative proportions of human interests and human objects, 
would have been other than they are. The history of 
Puritanism is properly speaking, of course, a part of the 
general history of religion; and after the birth of the Puritan 
movement the 'religious factor in our social growth can no 
longer be identified as heretofore with· the now waxing, now 
waning influence of the English Church. Yet the Church, 
though it resisted and for a time suppressed the Puritan 
movement, was itself and still is affected by it, and indeed may 
fairly be said, from the date of the Wesleyan revival to that 
of the Tractarian reaction, a period of a hundred years, to 
have been indebted for the chief sources of its vital energy 
to the Puritan spirit. And since it was in the largest, 
the soberest, and on the whole the most conservative class of 
Englishmen that this spirit arose in the sixteenth and renewed 
itself in the seventeenth century, so it is in this great 
middle class-the class that typifies the whole people for the 
foreigner, and even, so far as we may judge from popular con
ceptions, and from the caricatures that reflect them, for 
themselves-that its survival is the most marked at the present 
day. Culture and scepticism, and the growth of luxury and 
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refinement are no doubt affecting it, but to an extent which 
only seems considerable because the cultivated and sceptical, 
the refined and luxurious minority exaggerate it. The 
exaggeration is apt to deceive, because the classes who have 
outgrown the influence of Puritanism are as disproportion
ately vocal as they are relatively small, while the clnsses 
among whom that influence is still dominant are a virtually 
voiceless multitude. But the impartial student of the 
national character is constantly being confronted with evidence 
to the fact that the process of so-called "emancipatjon" 
has reached but the merest fringe of the community, and 
that the great bulk of middle. class Englishmen are still, to 
all intents and purposes, the true spiritual descendants of a 
Puritan stock 

III. LEARNING AND SCIENCE. 

The spiritual and intellectual factors in our social develop
ment may here, perhaps, with advantage be still pursued, 
though another order of arrangement is for the most part 
followed in the body of the work; and here, perhaps, it may 
be in place to say that the sequence of subjects will often 
vary in successive chapters, according to the prominence or 
importance of those subjects at the particular period dealt 
with. The history of Learning and Science runs parallel 
with that of religion, and sometimes, though not always, 
in the same channel In the earlier ages of our Rocial 
history, however, the identity of the two is, of course, almost 
unbroken. At a time when Learning was the monopoly of 
the ecclesiastical order it was inevitable that its progress 
should mainly follow religious lines. The careers and charac
ters of those who promote it will often fall to be dealt with 
under the head of Religion, and sometimes under that of Litera
ture also; for the earliest literary efforts of men so situated 
will, for the most part, be devoted to religious subjects, while 
at the saine time they naturally form the beginnings of Learn
ing for the otherwise rude and unlettered society in which 
they appear. Thus Credmon, among the earliest of Saxon 
poets, throws Scripture into metrical paraphrase; and Alfred, 
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aR a translator of Heda, lays the foundations not only of a 
Saxon prose but of English history. 

It is not, indeed, till after the rise of the English Universi~ 
ties, nor even then immediately, that the fortunes of Learning 
can be said to have detached themselves from those of the 
Church. The academic system was, it is true, ecclesiastical in 
form and origin, and even to a certain extent, in affiliation. 
The wide extension which medireval usage gave to the word 
" orders" still gathered the whole educated world within the 
pale of the clergy. "Whatever might be their proficiency, 
scholar and teacher were alike clerks, free from lay responsi .. 
bilities or the control of civil tribunals, and amenable only to 
the rule of the bishop and the sentence of his spiritual 
courts." Nevertheless, as the collegiate foundations testify in 
their very origin to a decline of the impulse towards exclu
sively religious endowments and reveal a new desire to dedicate 
wealth to educational instead of to more literally" pious uses:> 
so in their development and in that of their mother Universi
ties does the secularising spirit which gave birth to them 
become more and more conspicuous in its operation and 
potent in its effects. The influence of the Church, so seriously 
threatened by that great expansion of the field of education 
which coincides with the rise of the Universities, was to some 
extent indeed to be re-established by the aid of the Friars and 
the renewed supremacy which their teaching procured for 
scholastic theology in the academic course. Yet from this 
very school sprang Roger Bacon, whose hand was to unlock 
the doors of the temple of Science, and to reveal at least a 
glimpse of those treasures within it which future generations 
were to explore. 

The great Friar, however, was born before his time; the 
age in which he lived.was not yet ripe for those studies which 
in after ages were to be pursued to such mighty issues. 
Scholasticism was destined to remain for yet two centuries 
supreme. But it is no unmeaning chapter in the history 
of our intellectual progress that contains the record of its 
sway. Its system was an unrivalled course of discipline in 
clear thinking, in vigorous analysis, in searching criticism, in 
the comprehension and use of every weapon in the armoury 
of human reason. If knowledge made no advance under the 
reign of scholasticism, the instruments of knowledge were 
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being steadily, if undesignedly, brought by it to perfection. It· 
was the schoolmaster to lead men to science. Such fruits as 
it produced in the meantime were exclusively, it is true, of 
the theological or ecclesiastical order; they are to be traced 
in the daring Erastianism, as a later age would have called it, 
of Ockham, and in the reforming energies of Wyclif. But its 
methods were all the while preparing the faculties of man to 
appropriate and profit by the great possessions into which 
they were one day to enter. 

With the discovery of the N ew World a new era dawned 
upon the human mind. The great period of the Renaissance 

, opened; and first in Italy, then over all the Continent, and 
then finally in England, the Revival of Letters stirred the 
human mind into more vigorous activity. The rise and 
progress of the New Learning belongs in part, but in part only, 
to the history of Religion. It has had much to say to the 
advance of knowledge on the secular side, and pre-eminently 
so through its influence on education. Dean Colet's founda
tion of St. Paul's was the first step in an educational move
ment which was destined, in the course' of a generation or 
two, to transform the face of the country. The aim of the 
founder was the union of rational religion with sound learning, 
the exclusion of the scholastic logic, and the steady diffusion 
<>f the two classical literatures. Greek, the newcomer, did 
not obtain admission without a struggle, but it established 
itself in time. Not only did its study creep gradually into 
existing schools, but the influence of Colet's example was 
so powerful that new foundations came in numbers into 
existence in which Greek was from the first included in the 
curriculum. More grammar schools, it has been said, were 
fou~ded in the latter years of Henry, than during the whole 
<>f the three preceding centuries. The grammar schools of 
Ed ward VI. arid of Elizabeth carried forward the movement, 
which by the end of the century had completed its 
transforming work. 

Nor was the influence of the New Learning confined to the 
elll'lier, the primary and secondary, stages of education; it 
invaded, and, after a sharp conflict at each of the two 
Universities, it mastered the higher education also. For 
a time it divided Oxford between its partisans and its 
<>pponents-the·" Greeks" and u Trojans"; and the spirit of 
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. contention rose high enough in one instance, at any rate, to 
provoke interference and call forth rebuke from the king. 
But in the Universities, as in the schools, the triumph of 
the New Learning was not long delayed. A newly-founded 
college in Oxford signalised itself by the establishment of the 
first Greek lecturership; the Crown at a later time created 
a professorship of the same study ; and the work was con
summated byW olsey's munificent foundation of Christ Church. 

At the full tide of the educational movement, in the first 
years of the reign of Elizabeth, Bacon was born-Bacon, who 
may with substantial accuracy be described as a born philo
sopher who mistook himself for a man of science, and whose 
contribution to the intellectual advancement of mankind, 
though large in amount, was widely different in character 
from pis own conception of it. His design was to lay the 
foundations of a true method of scientific inquiry; his achieve
ment was to devise and expound a system which, while as 
a whole it is not that of science, yet anticipates modern 
scientific methods in many striking ways. He insisted, and 
rightly, on the Experimental Principle, though he attained 
to no true comprehension of experimental methods; an~ to 
have succeeded in the fonner, even while failing in the latter 
point, was an achievement which can only be properly appre
ciated by those who have due regard to the educational 
dogmas and intellectual superstitions against which Bacon 
had to contend. But apart from the services-great, if mis
understood, both by himself and others-which he indirectly 
rendered to the cause of natural science, a large debt is due to 
him from the whole body of human studies then awaiting the 
application of that great principle which Bacon insisted upon 
in physics as a condition of advance. If the two words 
which entitle this section be distinguished-if Learning, that 
is to say, be treated as a generic and Science as a 'specific 
appellation-we shall have to admit that the work of Bacon 
in behalf of the wider was even greater than that which he 
accomplished for the narrower cause. . 

As the seventeenth century advances, the horizon vf 
knowledge-including thereunder the contributions made by 
deductive reasoning, by inductive inquiry and by criticism of 
ancient records-immeasurably widens. Old methods of 
inquiry are more fruitfully pursued; scholarship, wielding 

c 
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fresh weapons, enlarges· the borders of erudition; new ex
perimental sciences are born, and the oldest of all the de
ductive sciences achieves its greatest triumph in the hands 
of the most illustrious of its students. It is the age of 
Harvey and Sydenham, of Boyle and Gilbert, of Locke and 
Hobbes; above all, it is the age of Isaac Newton. The Royal 
Society is founded, and enrols the greatest astronomer of all 
time in the list of its presidents. By the close of the seven
teenth century the whole face of the intellectual world had 
been transformed. The Science upon which Swift looked 
forth in scorn at the beginning of the next age, and on which 
he cut his irreverent jests in "Gulliver" ; the philosophy which 
he ridicules in the "Voyage to Laputa"; nay, the very 
Learning. against which he so audaciously measured himself 
in the "Battle of the Books," wear an aspect wholly different 
froID, that which they would have presented to the eye of any 
observer at the beginning of the reign of James I. Philosophy 
and Science bore indelible traces of the labour of Locke and 
Newton, and Learning would have been at another stage 
than it had by this time reached in England if Bentley had 
never lived. 

Through the first half of the ensuing century the rate of 
progress in the sciences a little slackens, but it recovers 
towards its close. There are foreshadowings of the age w.hich 
was to follow and in its course to add more by a thousandfold 
to the volume and import of scientific discovery than had been 
slowly and doubtfully accumulating during the countless cycles 
that had elapsed since the dawn of human intelligence. In its 
earlier years, as has been said, the eighteenth century was 
more remarkable as an era in the history of our national 
literature than for any contributions to the advancement of 
Science. Its second half was rendered memorable by the 
application of physical research and mechanical invention to 
industrial purposes; and in this respect its achievements 
belong rather to the economic division of our survey. Yet 
pure science was not neglected in any of its main depart
ments. Herschel in astronomy, Hunter in anatomy and 
physiology, Black, Cavendish, and Priestley in chemistry, are 
names memorable and reverend in the annals of British 
Science, and everyone of them recalls some important 
conquest won for humanity in the region of the unknown. 
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But, if for no other cause, the period would deserve to be 
lastingly remembered as having, in the great wor~ of Adam 
Smith, given birth to a- new science, which, if the successors 
of its founder have failed to advance it to conclusions as 
universally true and as irrefragable as was once expected, has 
probably done more for human happiness and prosperity 
during the hundred and twenty years which have elapsed 
since its principles were first enunciated in the "Wealth of 
Nations," than any other product of the pure intellectual 
energy of man. -

The birth and early years of the nineteenth century found 
our country still locked in the death-grapple with Napoleon; 
and though even so, there is, of course, discernible, as with 
every nation, which still retains its vitality, a steady, if not 
very rapid or extensive, widening of the field of knowledge 
throughout this period, it was not till the century had well
nigh half run its course that that extraordinary scientific 
movement which has given it its place among the ages first 
took its rise: The application of steam to terrestrial locomo
tion dates from late in its fourth decade, and it was only in 
its fifth that our railway system first flung wide that net whose 
meshes we have ever' since been weaving close~ and closer 
over the land. Electric telegraphy dates its beginning from 
much about the same time, though the growth of its employ
ment in the arts of life was for a long time sensibly slower 
than that of its coeval power. It was, perhaps, not until the 
Fifties that 'Science began to advance in earnest, but from 
thenceforward its rate of progress has been increasing almost 
continuously, until it has reached its present bewildering speed. 
No doubt it is in the domain of applied. physics, and notably 
in that part of their domain to which belongs the wonder
working science of electricity, that this rush of discovery and 
of the utilisation of discovery is the most conspicuous. The 
employment of this force for the three purposes of sound
transmission, of illumination, and of locomotion, represent 
three distinctly novel applications of it, dating all of them 
from within the, last quarter, if not the last twenty years, of 
the expiring century. And not only, so far, as we can judge, 
is the number of these applications still lit long way from 
being completed, but the extent of progress possible in those 
departments of ,activity to which this Protean, force h~ 
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already. been applied seems quite beyond the reach of precise 
estimation. 

Nevertheless, it is not in applied physics alone that 
the progress of human knowledge, and the part played in it 
by our country, have ,during the last and present generations 
been remarkable. Nay, it is not in that domain that our 
conquests, though the most striking to the eye, have been 
the highest as achievements of the human mind, or even, 
perhaps, the most potent in their ultimate effects upon the 
future of the race. While the discoveries of the physicist, 
appropriated' and applied by the engineer, have transformed 
the outward aspect of English life, the great work of Darwin 
has been effecting a silent revolution in the mind of man. 
The publication of the" Origin of Species" marked an epoch, 
not merely in the record of scientific inquiry, but in the whole 
history of human thought. It has profoundly affected all 
studies, of whatsoever description, into which the nature of 
man-whether in its moml, its physical, its intellectual, or its 
spiritual aspect-enters as a factor to be considered. History, 
psychology, ethics, economics, have all taken a new depar
ture from the starting-point indicated to them by the doctrine 
of Evolution. It may be said to have founded that science of 
Comparative Theology-if we may so call it-which for the 
first time has brought the methods of scientific inquiry to 
bear on the history of religion and of the religious instincts 
in man. There is, it must be repeated, not a single study 
having any affinities with biological science or depending in 
any of its processes on the conclusions of the biologists, which 
has not received both a new impetus and a new direction from 
the Darwinian theory. 

But in every branch of Science the progress made during 
the last half-century has been immense. It is scarcely an ex
aggeration to say that in almost every department of scientific 
inquiry-not only among those to which the name of "physics" 
should in strictness perhaps be confined, but among those 
also which are more directly concerned with the human 
economy than the constitution and laws of external Nature, 
and among those, lastly, such as chemistry, which may be 
regarded as intermediate. between the two:-discoveries of a 
far-reaching, sometimes of a revolutionising character, have 
during the period in question been made. . Chemistry has 
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developed its always subtle, processes to a pitch of almost 
inconceivable delicacy; physiology has widely extended its 
domain and revised its conclusions by the increasingly 
helpful aid of microscopic research; surgery, through the 
invention of the antiseptic treatment, and in many other 
ways, has made vast advances; therapeutics and sanitation 
have achieved successes which would have been unattainable, 
and have entered upon an almost boundless field of conquest 
which would never have been opened to them but for the con
struction and application of the germ theory of disease. In 
branches of inquiry unconnected-except as all' instruments 
of human enlightenmen~ are related to human interests......;.with 
the . physical nature of man, the progress accomplished has 
been more remarkable still. The laws of the great cosmic 
forces-of heat and light, of magnetism and electricity-have 
been investigated,with the result that our knowledge of· the 
behaviour of these forces, in regions or at stages of their 
operation which lie outside the cognisance of the senses, has 
now been placed on a basis of more assured hypothesis than 
they ever rested on before. And, highest triumph of all, the 
discovery of the world-embracing and time-spanning principle 
of the Conservation of Energy has knit the entire body of the 
physical sciences together, and practically made one science 
of the whole. 

IV. LITERATURE. 

To tell the story of English literature adequately within the 
limits of this preliminary sketch would be an even more hope
less task than that which has just been imperfectly attempted 
in the case of Learning and Science; for the beginnings-even 
the noticeable beginnings-of literature are earlier, the con
tributories to its growth are much more numerous, the causes 
which have directed the course of its development in thil\ 
direction or in that are at once more obscure in their origin 
and more subtle in their operation; while, finally, the fact that' 
the history of a literature is at once a history of thought and 
a history of language, instead of being, as is the case with 
religion or science or philosophy, a history of thought. alone, 
must indefinitely enlarge the field of inquiry. A subject so 
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vast, how~ver, may be said, in a certain sense, to simplify 
itself. A survey of it within the limits of a few of these 
preliminary pages must of necessity conform to one of two 
types. It must either take the shape of one of those severely 
compressed summaries which always threaten to resolve 
themselves into a mere catalogue of names and dates, and 
frequently fulfil the threat; or it must content itself with 
merely noting the great "periods" in the history of English 
letters and its great epochs of change. 

In such a sketch, for instance, as the present it would be 
impossible to traverse otherwise than cursorily that long and 
interesting era of literary growth which stretches, roughly 
speaking, from the seventh to the fourteenth century: The 
history of Old English poetry, whether in its lyric form from 
Credmon downwards, or in that rude barbaric shape of which the 
epic of "Beowulf" is the earliest example; the development 
of Old English prose, from its cradle, so to speak, in the Anglo
Saxon Chronicle, to that arrest of its growth which befell it in 
the eleventh century, will be found traced in adequate detail 
in the second chapter of this volume. So, too, with that 
critical period in the fortunes of the language and its litera
ture which began with the Norman Conquest and may be 
said to have lasted until after the ac~ession of the dynasty of 
Anjou-that period during which our speech and literature, 
banished from the Court by French and Latin, still main
tained themselves among the people, giving proof of that 
indestructible vitality in the strength of which they were 
ultimately to prevail. . Over this era' and the most memorable 
work which it produced-the" Brut" of Layamon, that monu
mental testimony to the self-sustaining vigour of our English 
tongue which, written nearly a century and a half after, the 
Conquest, contains in thirt.y thousand lines but some fifty 
words of the Conqueror's language- it is impossible to linger 
here. One must hasten onward through another century and 
0. half, when the struggle between the two languages had at 
last ended in the final triumph of the 'native speech. and 
Chaucer entered in, not merely to reap the fruits of victory, 
bU,t to reunite the victor and the vanquished, and to work 
the surviving remnants of the Norman-French into th~t 
matrix of pure English from which the pure gold of his 
poetry emerged. 
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For the philologist himself, as distinct from t~~)[~ 
poems of Chaucer must evet possess supreme 1 ~..Jc 
they constitute an imperishable record of the sta r~ 
written language at a'momentous epoch of transition. llat 
the poet himself did not merely register but contributed f6" 
the transitional process is probable enough. Inspired innova
tion has been the prerogative of the highest literary genius in 
all ages, and it may well be that Chaucer's courtly, official, 
and diplomatic training revealed to him points of vigour or of 
grace in words and idioms of the Norman-French with which 
he was tempted to strengthen and enrich the English of his 
verse. But it is certain that these additions cannot have 
been important in amount. The old notion of the seven
teenth-century writers-that Chaucer, writing in English upon 
most familiar English subjects, and producing works which at 
once made him the most popular writer of his time and 
country, yet .. corrupted and deformed the English idiom by 
an immoderate mixture of French words "-is repugnant to 
common sense. There can be no: 'reasonable doubt that the 
bulk of the words in questiou:.-:.and their proportion to the 
whole is small-had already won their way into the speech of 
the nation, and that all that the' poet did was to fix them in 
its literary language. 

And it is literature-the world's literature-not English 
philology, which has the first claim upon Chaucer. Whatever 
had been the linguistic peculiarities in the external structure 
of his poetry-if, that is to say, it had taught us as little of the 
history of our tongue as, in' fact, it teaches us much-the :place 
of that poetry in the story of our civilisation would neverthe
less have remained ul:).afi"ected. The unrivalled array of poetic 
qualities, both of feeliilg and expression, which it presents to 
us, the grace and gaiety of the poet, his humour and pathos, 
his dramatic force of portraiture, the catholicity of his sym
pathies, never to be again approached in literature till the 
coming of Shakespeare, his fine broad artistic' treatment of 
the human figure, the dewy freshness of his landscape studies, 
and the clear sunny atmosphere through which he looks out 
alike upon Nature and upon man-it is these things which 
have raised the Father of English Poetry to the rank of one of 
the great poets of the world. It is in virtue of such things 
that that train of pilgrims which left Southwark for the 
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shrine of St. Thomas of Canterbury, on a certain day of April 
in or about the year 1383, remains so real to us, that the 
student still labours to fix the precise date of its departure 
and the times and 'places of its halts. It is for such reasons 
that these shadows of the poet's 'fancy are shadows more 
enduring than their substance, and that knight and squire, 
clerk and franklin, reeve and miller, pardoner and sompnour, 
prioress and nun, and wife much widowed, move still, and will 
ever move, before us across the great imaginative panorama of 
the past, joyous and immortal as a Bacchic procession on a 
frieze of Phidias. 

But Chaucer's light in literature was of as brief a radiance 
as \Viclif's in religion, and was followed by the re-invasion of 
as dense a gloom. Again we have to carry the eye forward 
for another century over the sombre period covered by the 
long war with France and the civil strife which followed it in 
England; nor do we find anything to arrest the gaze until 
we reach that great time of awakening which dawned for 
England, as for all Western Europe, with the Revival of 
Letters,' the invention of printing, and the discovery of the 
New World. 

The story of the century that followed is itself the history 
of a literature. England was slower than some countries to 
feel the quickening of the Renaissance, but that magical 
influence made itself felt at last. First the poets of medireval 
Italy, then the Greek and Latin classics, began to win their 
way to the heart of English culture. Translations of Tasso 
and Ariosto showed the new interest of Englishmen in the 
chosen land of this intellectual dayspring; versions of the 
more famous works of classical antiquity followed, and before 
the close of the' sixteenth century the greater poets and 
historians of Greece and Rome had been given to the English 
people in their own tongue. But meanwhile to the native 
Muse herself the awakening had come. In the poems of 
Wyatt and Surrey and their contemporaries there were signs 
not only of the stirring of that new life of thought and fancy, 
but of the beginni.Jigs of that new feeling for metrical form 
which were to find their culmination in the" Faerie Queene." 
An English prose began to feel its way in the writings of 
Ascham and of Hooker to its present structural form, and 
to dare with Sidney-if experimentaHy, and not always in a 
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spirit of wisdom-to borrow colour from imagery and warmth 
from rhetoric. And, last and greatest birth of all, the 
" Morality" and Mystery play of the Early Tudor period 
brought forth that glory of· the world's literature, the 
Elizabethan drama-that ever-broadening light upon the 
face of mali and Nature which had its flush of dawn in 
Marlowe and its meridian splendour in Shakespeare. 

The sixteenth century passes into the seventeen~h; the 
burst of song sinks gradually into silence; the fire of 
dramatic genius burns lower and lower and at last expires, 
never again to be rekindled, except at times into a faint and 
transient flicker, throughout the ages which have since passed. 
But still the stately march of English literature, in mighty 
verse or memorable prose, through Milton and Dryden, 
through Bacon and Jeremy Taylor, through Browne and 
Hobbes and Clarendon, moves on. Even the Restoration 
comedy, morally corrupt and dramatically imitative though 
it be, has yet its part in the movement; for the literary quality 
of Congreve, and in a lesser degree of Vanbrugh, is of high 
excellence, and the former was the first to teach the English 
writer how·. to impart somewhat of that point and balance 
to the prose epigram in which he may app;roach, though the 
genius of our language forbids him to rival, the French. 
The services of Dryden to English letters in every depart
ment were inestimable. He not only gave order and regularity 
to the he~oic couplet, but he left behind him a more mobile 
and elastic prose than he found; and both by the style and 
matter of his literary di'!sertations he may claim to have 
been the father of the modern science of criticism. He 
resumes the literature of the later seventeenth century both 
in prose and verse, and he wielded over the former the 
sovereignty which passed at his death into the hands of as 
many partitioners as did the empire of Alexander. Within 
little more than a dozen years from his decease the sceptre 
of poetry was as firm in the grasp of Pope as it had ever been 
in his own; but many writers of high merit, among whom the 
names of Swift and Addison are the most distinguished, were 
the successors to his fame in prose. 
. The fortunes of this latter portion of his bequeathed work 
were more evenly prosperous, and ultimately not less brilliant, 
than those of the former. English prose, strengthened by 
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Swift, ,refined and purified by Addison, has had to pass 
through no interval of decline or retrogression between that day 
and our own, and has proved itself an instrument of equally 
marvellous reach and power in the hands alike of every great 
master of fiction, from Fielding and Richardson to even the 
too negligent Scott, and from Scott to Dickens, Thackeray, 
and George Eliot; of every historian, from HUlne and 
Gibbon to Macaulay and Froude; of every critic and essayist, 
from Johnson and Goldsmith to Southey and Landor, Lamb 
and Hazlitt, and from them to Ruskin and Carlyle. English 
poetry, on the other hand, after being carried through, at no 
little cost in sincerity of feeling, to the highest possible 
~echnical perfection. by Pope, was destined to decline in the 
hands of his innumerable imitators into a lifeless art, a con
dition from 'which Gray and Cowper-true poets as they were 
-were only forerunners of its redemption. It is not till we 
reach the very threshold of the nineteenth century that a new 
poetic movement sets in, less potent of immediate influence, 
but in literary distinction second only to that of the 
Elizabethan period, and of so much more lasting vitality that 
it has hardly even yet exhausted its force. The publication 
of the Lyrical Ballads in 1798 was the birth-cry of that 
new poetic spirit-a spirit part romantic, part mystical, part 
naturalist-which has transmitted its triple influence from 
Coleridge and Shelley, from Keats and Wordsworth, to 
Swinburne and William Morris on the one hand, t-o Matthew 
Arnold and his school on the other, and may be regarded as 
having reached its highest pitch of inspiring power in the 
poetry of Tennyson, wherein all three of its constituent 
elements unite. 

V. ART. 

The student of the history of art in England has no such 
many-threaded narrative to follow out as the explorer of this 
subject in Italy or even in other less artistically famous 
Continental countries would find it necessary to trace. 
England has produced many great works of art, but 'at no 
period of her annals has she produced great art-works of many 
kinds. With substantial accuracy indeed it may be said 
tp,at until a comparatively recent, period of her annals she 
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produced them only in one kind. . Painting and sculpture had 
elsewhere had a long and glorious history before we meet with 
the name of any Englishman born which has acquired a right 
of enrolment beside those of foreign masters in these branches 
of art. Even the very brcath of the Renaissance, which passed 
over certain other countries like that wind of resurrection 
which swept the valley of the dead at the summons of Ezekiel, 
awoke no new artistic life in England. Centuries had yet to 
pass, and the one great form of art in which Englishmen 
excelled, even then declining, was to die out altogether, before 
an English school of painting arose. Fortunate is it for us 
that the form in question is prominent over all others for the 
durability of its creations, and that many a majestic monument 
remains to attest the power and nobility to which English 
architecture attained. 

If, however, the history of our art in its greater and more 
famous departments has, so to speak, but little lateral 
extension, yet if we take major and minor art-forms together, 
the record of its total activities st~etches wide, and is of deeply 
significant bearing on the general narrative of o~r advance in 
civilisation. In the pages which we here devote to it we 
shall endeavour to trace its lineage, as near as may be, in 
continuous descent from the remotest past. In so doing we 
shall show how the arts of design began before the beginnings 
of history, and how the earliest conceptions of architectural 
grandeur date from the prehistoric builders. We shall show 
how the Roman invader found ineans to beautify his place of 
exile with the work of British craftsmen; and how his rude 
English successor in conquest developed here into the most 
laborious of illuminators, the most skilful of embroiderers. 
We shall note the suggestive importance of the English loom 
five centuries before the Frenchman or the Fleming came to 
teach us a more perfect method, and a thousand years before 
the first spindle turned in Manchester. Later on we shall see 
how, with· the coming of the Norman, the English burgh 
gave place to the impregnable ·castle, and how the perishable 
wooden churches of the Saxon were replaced by Norman 
stonework, built as for ete.rnity. Or, later still, how a profusion 
of carving and decoration covered the churches of the day of 
Anselm and Lanfranc. We shall watch the rise, and follow 
the decline and fall, of Gothic architccture; its coming, under 
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the first of the Angevins ; the grace of its springtime under 
Richard and John and Henry j its sumptuous decoration 
,under the Edwards j its grave. autumnal beauty under their 
successors; its Indian summer and final eclipse under the 
Tudors. 

Our survey of the development of lay architecture will 
show its moving along similar. but not parallel. lines. The 
massive Norman castle-the great seal which William set 
everywhere on his conquests-outwardly gave little promise of 
progress. Yet even these stones. cemented with the tears and 
sweat of the conquered. soon bear witness to the outward 
movement of material civilisation. New fashions rapidly 
invade the keep and donjon. The stronghold grows larger; it 
becomes commodious j later it is seen to aim at actual 
comfort; finally it approaches something like luxury. The 
manor-house now begins to compete with it. and in the end 
successfully. save in those few cases where under the pressure 
of military discipline the castle has to serve the purpose of an 
elaborate government fortification. Later on we shall see 
how. while retaining the old menace of external aspect. it 
becomes internally a residence not unfitted for civilised man. 
At length the castellated form entirely disappears. and the 
country houses bl,lilt by English magnates show their military 
descent only in a certain soldierly stateliness. The Re~ 
naissance. too. comes in to derange further the old designs, 
though it must be confessed that in comparison with 
religious architecture our lay buildings suffered little injury 
from the new influence. 

The art of painting seems to have begun everywhere 
(except possibly in Egypt) as ancillary to some other art. 
In England it appeared as the handmaid-and the humble 
handmaid-of architecture. But England was not singular 
in this respect j nor shall we find any proof that in the 
infancy of art the fresco painters of York or Canterbury 
were behind those of Tuscany and the Romagna. Though, 
of course, behind the Italians, they were not more so than 
were the artists of France and Flanders; but while those 
countries suffered nothing worse than an arrest of growth, 
in England there was actual death. The seed of artistic 

, genius, which in more fortunate lands was alive if dormant, 
seems to have perished altogether. The long and exhausting 
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war with France, and the internecine strife of York and 
Lancaster, were not merely unfavourable to the harvest of 
art-production; apparently they sterilised the soil Painting, 
like Christianity, had a second time to be imported into 
England. 

Sculpture, though nowadays regarded somewhat as the 
Cinderella of our national art, had rather better fortune, 
probably because it was more an integral part-indeed, 
almost a branch-of architecture. It happened, moreover, to 
be the one form of artistic effort in which Englishmen early 
displayed what in our modern phrase we call "a feeling 
for decoration." The reader will see in the course of these 
pages how largely it was developed by the Gothic masons in 
finial and ornament, and how sepulchral sculpture (including 
portraiture in stone and bronze) assumed an importance 
which even in our darkest architectural age it never after
wards lost. 

The art of painting as we find it in the England of the 
Tudors came from abroad, and had all the tenderness of an 
~xotic. It struck no roots into our chilly soil. The illus
trious artists who were tempted from Italy and Switzerland 
and the Low Countries by the hope of enriching themselves 
at the Tudor and Stuart Courts had pupils indeed, and 
imitators, but neither they themselves nor their disciples 
succeeded in founding any school, in establishing any 
tradition. Yet, small and infantile as their influence has 
been, we shall have briefly to record the English doings of 
these artistic settlers on our shores, as well as of the 
comparatively obscure Englishmen who were tempted to 
emulate their achievements. These were not few, but hardly 
any of them attained commanding success, Some good 
miniaturists in the sixteenth century, one great English 
and one great Scottish portrait-painter' in the seventeenth, 
form a promising beginning, but the promise is not ful. 
filled. The want of public appreciation, the troubles of the 
Civil War, the subjection to France, and, above all, the blighting 
influence, of Protestantism in the former century, and of 
Puritanism· its quintessence in the latter, go far to account 
for the failure, reinforced as they, moreover, were by simple 
bad luck in the early deaths of artists of ability, The-story 
which we have to tell is full of interest, but not of that 
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interes,t which attaches to a phase of national development. 
That comes later. 

Any consecutive history of English-bred art ~ust naturally 
begin with Hogarth. During his life nearly all our greatest 
artists were born, and the last of the survivors of the band lived 
on into the second quarter of the present century.' It will be 
our privilege to summarise, however briefly, the fascinating 
record of their splendid achievements, and to indicate their 
hardly less splendid failure. We shall mark, too, that strange 
phenomenon which seems the abiding note of English efiort, 
that our victories in art, as in war, have mostly been" soldiers' 
victories," where every man did that which was right in his 
own eyes. This is tme not only of the painters of our age, but 
also of the men wh9 succeeded them, and of the men of 
to-day. There have, of course, been movements dis
tinguished by more orderly aims and the effort after a 
more uniform artistic ideal The most important of these is 
still' great, if no longer a directly vitalising one; but here, 
since we are trespassing on the threshold of the present, our 
survey of English art must be closed. 

VI. TRADE AND INDUSTRY. 

And now that the moral, the intellectual, the spiritual 
factors, in the sum of our modern civilisation have thus been 
passed in review. it remains only to glance at the, physical 
agencies which have contributed to its growth. We shall 
have in these volumes to trace the progress of our material 
prosperity, step by step. and through stage after stage of its 
advance~ We shall have to note the successive,utilisation of 
the various sources of wealth; the development of the corre
sponding methods of production; the chequered fortunes of 
our agriculture; the rise and growth, in its later stages so 
enormous, of our manufacturing industry; t.he progressive 
expansion to its present astonishing volume of our external 
trade. Incidentally thereto, of course, we shall have to render, 
period by period, an account-for it will be hardly less than 
that-of the physical well-being of the great body of the 
English people; to show how it has been affected by causes 
natural and artificial, by .. act of God" or ordinance of 
man; by laws. in the legislator'S literal sense of the word, 
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and in the economist's figurative use of it; by war, pestilence, 
or famine, with their depletions of population, arrests of 
production, and displacements of industries; and last, and 
most important of all influencing causes, by those applica
tions of man's inventive faculty to his productive work, which 
by directing the stream of industry into new channels -and 
leaving others bare and dry, may within a few score years 
reverse the work of ages, and not only transform the external. 
aspect of a society, but almost create a new type of national 
character. 

It is on this side of the subject that the history of a 
nation's ~dustry is so intimately bound up with the history 
of its manners; and though for convenience of treatment 
the two subjects have of course been severally dealt with in 
the body of the work, I need make no attempt to separate, 
them here. The external aspects of the life of any people
their manners and customs, their social institutions and 
usages, their habits in short (from the broadest down to ~he 
narrowest sense of that word, from the most important 
observances of social intercourse down to the very cut and 
colour and material of costume), are, if not in exclusive, in 
obviously closer dependence upon the, character of their 
industries than on any other cause. No sooner has colonisa
tion or conquest laid the bases of civil society; no sooner does 
the war with Nature, or with human rivals, for territorial 
possession come to an end, and the colonist or the con
queror settle down to live of his labour, than a process of 
mutual interaction between industries and habits sets in, the 
resultant of which defines the particular line of development 
along which such a society must advance in the arts of life. 
Soil and climate, opportunity and instinct, combine to direct 
a people to one kind of industry or another; but the industry 
once chosen, and any others subsequently added to it, leave 
an ever deepening mark upon their character. Our own 
early history supplies one of the most notable of all the 
illustrations of this truth in the tale of Saxon and Dane. 
The sea rovers who descended upon Britain in the fifth 
century had before the close of the eighth been transformed 
into the race of home-keeping landsmen in whom another 
breed of maritime marauders found at first an almost 
defenceless prey. 
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In the order of man's advance towards civilisation, agri
cultural or pastoral industry was everywhere no doubt his 
earliest form of settled labour. The plough-handle or the 

. crookwas the first implement tohishand after the hunting-spear. 
Undoubtedly he must have tilled the earth before he mined 
it; yet, inasmuch as the most primitive form of agriculture 
originates in the immediate personal needs of the cultivator, 
and for a long time seeks no other object than the satisfaction 
of those needs through more or less rude processes of local 
barter, its beginnings may leave no deep trace upon the history 
of a people. It is not until a race is far enough advanced 
to become producers for the purposes of exchange against the 
prod~cts of other and more advanced communities that their 
industries find their way into written record. In the case of 
countries more favoured by climate than Britain their earliest 
trade with the foreigner which history has to record is usually 
in the surface products of the earth-in corn or wine, in 
the yields of the olive-grove or the orchard. But it is as a. 
producer of minerals that our group of islands is first met 
with in the pages of the historian and the geographer; and 
a variety of evidence goes to show that its inhabitants 
must have possessed the art of working in metals before the 
Roman occupation; The country, however, which had been 
marked out by destiny to become the greatest manufacturer 
in the world was slow in taking its place among the manu
facturing nations of Europe. Other peoples whom the 
English race have since far outstripped were ahead of us for 
many centuries, and throughout that period England existed 
mainly as a producer of raw material, and as, what she still 
pre-eminently remains, an emporium of exchange. In 
Roman and Saxon, as in later times, our great ca.pital was a 
notable centre of international commerce, and to the Danish 
invasion and the rule of the Danes we owe the rise and 
growth of the trading ports on our eastern coasts. It is 
before the fall of the Danish rule that the merchant, asked in 

. the Old English Dialogue" What do you bring to us 1" replies, 
" I bring skins, silks, costly gems, and gold, besides various 
garments, pigments, wine, oil, and ivory, with brass and 
copper and tin, silver and gold, and the like." 

It was as a trader that England first began her career of 
prominence in the history of the world; but. long after she 
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had become a produ~er far beyond her own needs she still 
remained, so to speak, at the first stage of production. The 
great wool-producing country of the Western world, she 
was for long dependent mainly on. the demand of the 
Flemish looms for the exchange of this product, and it was 
not till the reign of Edward III. that an attempt was made 
to promote the manufacture in this country. But here, of 
course, we approach a subject of such magnitude that in a 
few prefatory observations of this kind it is impossible to do 
more than touch upon it. It is one upon which the two 
sections of agriculture and commerce come in contact with 
each other, and it forms a main element in that great 
question which will fall to be dealt with in the economic 
department of these volumes-namely, the reciprocal action 
and reaction of trade upon industry, and of industry upon 
trade. 

Other, however, than economical factors will, of course, 
have to be taken into account. Influences wielded by legis
lation and royal policy, such as are particularly not'iceable in 
the thirteenth century; the shock of great physical calamities, 
such as made memorable the succeeding age; civic move
ments and developments, active throughout both these 
periods and thereafter-these and many other forces have 
to be reckoned with in tracing the vicissitudes of our in
dustrial and commercial history, even as far. down as the 
accession of Elizabeth, while with the sudden outburst of 
the exploring and colonising spirit which marked that 
glorious era a new chapter opens in the history of our como: 
merce. Then comes the long pause of the seventeenth 
century, when the eye of England, no longer sweeping 
the horizon of the outer world, as under the Tudor princes, 
turned inwards, and the adventurer-race of the preceding age 
seemed absorbed in the work, to use an expressive French 
phrase, of "making their souls," and,-what has been known to 
accompany that process in private families,-fighting among 
themselves. Upon this follows the Revolution and the 
exhausting European war which succeeded it; then that 
revival and growth of British trade under the peaceful policy 
of Walpole which carries us well-nigh to the middle of the 
seventeenth century; then the new Empire won for us, and 
the world-wide market thrown open to us, by the elder Pitt; 

d 
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f~~ ~~ B.'!,'l~; fCng John's ordin- Ar h· al . tsatte 

ance for the, 319 cN~~:::'C~~~u.;.r.r{remen . r 

~~f{,!i!'t his reception of Augustine, :tl!.~?!J.0rt at, 67, 61 . .. 
1M, 166, 217; his baptism, 156; laws ArIstotle, stndy of, at the universities, 

~fo,,!,~~l.;,.=~at,~«;":96to re-Ari::Sm~c, 333 
IF:thelred (Bee Ethelred) Armour of Romans, 62; of Normans, 
A;thelstan,J coins of the time of, 200 300, 482, ~ 484 . 

Agri22",;,ltis ;::;e~'o~I~i!fu!~~M~ArmJ~~, °ioo ;Egf'W'illi~g'th~ 60~~ 
his invBBion of Caledonia, 60; the queror, 299, 300 (Bee also Warfare) 
success of his conciliatory meBBures i Art, independence of earliest s~es of, 

~~J1~~':fy British, 87; old Eng- ; ~:;r'::li~tt::;"~I~f~;m'sh,64~; 
lish, 123, 2OS-210, 2U; after the Nor- ; ~n.tthlB. ehB, 7ro3,n7~, A

Ang
ge'lo-66).a6x70;nRo, 193m_al95no-,. man Conquest, 366, 367; productivity : D u " 

and COBt in medi",val time.. 368 - . ecclesiastical, of the 13th century, 
general improvement of 13th an(t 417-424 

t~~n!~TgYe~~, ~~~~:: ~~t't.~~~b~e~~n, .. 4IiO . 
4M Arthur, Prince, 264 

Aidan, 1M, 158 Artists, payments to, in 13th century, 

flt~~i?'~i~Arus, 13 : Ary~:. tribesmen, characteristics of, 

fl~:~3!! !ril:.re~41oo, 437 ' Asc~::;, xI. 

Alf~'l!:s~' ::,~.'IS~.::m~~~;..!~e! f r.~r::'::l~~:-4~r' 396 
ments, 182; his translations, xxxi, Assizes of Henry IL, 262, 277, 239 
192; his navy and embassies to Jeru-' Astronomy, 333 
:Jem, 202 ; proverbs under his name, ; f~~g.:'t!:.e~!~~ 112, 475 

Alms\pving in early British Church, 41 Augustine, his arrival in Kent, 1M; 
.. Anus and Amiloun " 4IiO . restores Canterbury Cathedral, 196, 
Amphitheatres, 24, 8il 197; his reception in England by· 
Amusements of Anglo-Saxons, 225; ot Queen Bertha, 217 

Londoners, 377, 378 Angustinian Hermits, 432 

:t;:~~~~~i:S f==~~~:"~,1f~~~rahippers of 
·Aneodotes (see Stories and Legends) 15 
Angels, heliet in, 474 Aure}ianus, Ambrosius, 119 
"Angles, Teutoruc, in Britain, 3 (see . Austin Friars, 432 

Jl:nglas) Authorities, 114, 115, 223, 388, 490 
Anglesey, Norse descent on, 3, 25; in- Autun, Bchool for lawyers at, 24 

vBBion of, 35; Earls ot Snrewsbury Avehury, stone circle of, 68 
and Chester's descent uJf.n, 309 • 

:t;::I~~:~"8~:=~! C~nicle) 
An~lo-Saxon Language (see Language) 
Arumals, domestic, 87, 475 
Animals, wild, 90, 92, 465 
Anselm, attacked by Willlam II., 245; 

his appointment to the See of Canter
bury, 253; his contest with Henry 1_, 
2M; takes part in the Trinitarian 
controversy, 333; his synod on the 

An~~~:~'!t"~n, 38£ 
Aqu", Sulis (Bee Bath) 
Aquinas, St. ThomBB, his philosophical 

Arcr:':~r'tr;1 Normans, 299 

Arc:::!!".!'if:h~t "f::y Io~~ind~:.a~~ 
- 77; sacred, 82, 83; ot Anglo-Saxons, 

Bacon, Roger. xxxi., 406. 433; as an 
Original investigator and critic, 438 

Bo.coB, Francia, his services in the cause 
of learning and science, x.xx:i.ii. ' 

Badonieus. Mons, 120, 121 
Bakers, 467; fraudulent, 479 

... Balance of Trade .. 366 
Balliol College, and its founder, 434 
Bamborough, 130 
Bards, the, their infiuence on letters and 

lan!l"uage, xix. ; 103, 110 
Barons war. the, 393-3951 
Barrows, 66 
Barter, 212; in the· 13th century, 469 
Base eoiu, 387 
BBBneta, 465 -
Bath, 16, 27, 62, 82, 133 
Baths, Roman, 82, 93; Anglo-Saxon, 227 
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.. Battle of Finnsburg," 190 
Battle of Lewes, 395; of Evesham, 395; 

of Lincoln, 301 
.. Battle of Maldon," 190 
.. Battle of the Standard," 258, 301, U1 
Baudequin, 481 . 
Bayeux Tapestry, 304, 380, 386, U1, '74, 

478, 480, 483, 488 
Beacons 414 
·Beads ol early Britains, 70, 88 
Beards, 480 
.Becket 25~ ; his quarrel wit!J. Henry ~" 

ann exile, 259, 260, 270; his early life, 
269; his work in law-reform, 269; 
his purification of the Church, 270; 
his friends in exile, 270; returns to 
England, 270; his murder, 270; his 
high reputation, 271 

Bede, 257; summary of his life and 
. work, 154; his .. Historia Ecclesias

tica Gentis, Anglorum," 154; his allu
sion to the effects of pestilence ul!0n 
religion, 175; his allusion to foreIgn 
glass-makers, 193 

Beds in early Britain, " 5, 11£; of Anglo-
Saxons, 223, 224; of Normans, 483 

Beer, 92, 124, 215, 477, 479 
Bees, 87, 359 
Beigm, the, 98, 99 
:Benedict, 197 
Benefit of Clergy, 297, 298 
Ben~t societies of the Middle Ages, 

'Bentley, Richard, xxxiv, 
.. Beowulf," xxxviii, 151, 152, 153, 177, 185, 

188, 189, 210 
Berenlfar of Tours, 332, 333 
.. BestIary," TibaIdus's, 447 
Beverley Minster, 424 
Bignor mosaics at, 81, m 
Bills of exchange, introduction of, 365, 

887 
Birinus, 157 
Bishoprics, in Britain, 37, 157; Augus-

tine's, 157; Theodore's, 160 
Bishop'!. tempoml power of, 384 
Black, Joseph, xxiv. 
Black Death, the, t, 174, 175, 457 
Blood-feuds, 5, 171 
B08dicea, tortures inflioted by, 21; her 

. rebellion defeated by Suetonius 
Paulinus, 54, 60, 101 

Boldon Book, the, S60 
Bologna, Schools of, U2 
Bonaventura, 406 
Bootless offences, 137 
Boots and shoes, 480 

. Boroughs, of the Dane-law, 145; Anglo
Saxon, 206, 362: their progress in the 
11th and 12th oenturies, 257, 362; 
their growth In political inIportanoe 
after 1213, 396; their representation 
in De Montfort's Parliament, 399 

Boston Fai.!"l 4&.l 
Boulogne,lnI 
Boyle, Robert, xxxiv. 
Bracton's law-book, 284 
Bradford-on-Avon, Anglo-Saxon church 

at,l98 
Brading, Roman villa at, 79, m 
Bran, and the introduotion or Christian-

ity into Britain, 36 
Bretwald!'t the, 8, 132 
Briok·making, 98 
BridgeR, maintenance of, S88 
Bridport, Bishop, finishes the building 

of Salisbury Cathedral, 416 
Brlgantes, the, 7, 27, 99, 100 
Bristol, slave· trade otj,2W, 205; as a com

Dlt'rcial port in t e reign or Henry 
1l.,311 

Britain, first inlmigI'&llte in, 1: Celtic 
conquest of, 2; Teutonic invasions 
of, 2, 3; tribesmen and villagers of 

~LlIi t~M;?~:n a'i:'J'qg,~~~e!' :i 
Romans in, 8; Roman influence and 
prestige in, 10, 11 ; allusion of Tacitus 
to people of, 11: independence of 
northern parts of, 12 ; Roman govern
mentof, 12-18; &O.vantagesof Roman 
rule in, 18-20; progress of oivilisation 
in, 19, 54 ; Roman taxation in, 20-22 ; 
the conscription in, 22; adoption of 
Roman ideas and nabits in, 23, 24; 
religion under the Romans in, 25-29, 
74 ; introduction of Christianity and 
its development in, 3642; military 
organisation of pnmitive races of, 
43, 44, 46; Celtic roads in, 49, 50; 
Celtio modes of warfare in, 51, 52; 
Roman walls in, 55; Roman roa.ds 
in, 54; Roman military system in, 
/MHj4; early art and architecture, 
64-84; trade and industry in Celtic, 
84.90; industry and trade under the 
Romans in, 90-97; withdrawal of 
Romans from, 96; social life and 
manners in Celtic and Roman, 98-
114; under Carausius and other kings, 
116-118; under tribal kin!!!" 118, 119; 
Englisn conquest of, 116-1lID (see also 
England) . 

Britannia, Roman province of, 13 ; 
divisions ot, 13 

." British Pompeii" 17 
Brittany (su Brythons) 
Bronse, introduction ot, 66, S6 
Browne, Sir Thomas, xli. 
Brunanburh, Battle of, 183 
" Brut," the, of Layamon, xxxviii. 
Brythons in Britain, 2, 30; in Brittany, II 
BU'1!'esses, 396, 399 
Bunal, of Anglo-Saxons, 228 ; in the 13th 

century, 474 
Bylancl Abbey, 325 

Cmdmon, xxx., xxxviii.; poems of, 191 
Caerleon·upon-Usk,17t 62 
Cmsar, Julius, petitlOned by British 

kings, 7; 10, 11; his identification of 
Celtio with Roman deities, 30, 31; 
his con<tuest of Britain, 58, 98 

g:1f:~~~99 he, 23 
CamnridJ;ce, fairs at, 365 (see also Uni

versitlr of Cambridge) 
Camps 0 primitive races, 46: of Ro

mans, 56 
Camulodunum (or Camalodunum), 7, H, 

16, 26, 62, 98 (su also Colchester) 
Cannab<8, 17 
Canon Law, 281, 232 
Canterbury, St. Martin's Church~ 83; 

first Archbishop of, 159; SOhOOl of, 
M2,34S 

Canterbury Cathedral, restored bf Au
gustine and lEthelbert, 196; addItions 
of Cuthbert and Odo, 196, 197 ; ite de
struction by fire, 197; rebuilding 
(c. 1110). 323 ; destroyed by fire (llU), 
324: rebuilt bY' William of Sens, 
325; first English Archbishop of, 159 

Canute, 135, 147; made king in N orth
umbria and Mercia, 148; his in
flnonce in Denmark, ll9; the pro
gress during his reign, 163; la we ot, 
168 , his military improvemente, IS! ; 
his Duilding of ch urches, 198 

Camcalla, Emperor. 20 
Ca.ra.ctaous, 7, 9, 53 ; betrayed by Cartiso 
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mandua. and carried In triumph to 
Rome,loo 

Ca .... u.ius. 116 
Carli.le.lS 
Carmeliteo.432 
CartismanduB, 100 

~i:~~'~~~~:;:.:...~ xliv., 001, 003; 
their architecture and plan, 328-330; 
~Dl8 of, 382; of Henry III.'s reign, 

Cathed .... ls, rebuilding of, by· Norman 

Catfl:,r":l~ 213, 357; profits from rear· 
ing.450 

Catuveiaunl, the, 7 
Cavalry, of the Norman., 299 
Cave-men, 6j 
Cavendish, Henl"ft xxxiv. 

Celi:~~d f~:r~~n;:;"e~ ~f,1::elm's 
Celts, contrasted with Iberians, :nil.; 

~r~'A~rtaf~~';"~i~~J::'Of~r:' ~,l~ 
30; their god., 30-32; their roads, 
'9, 50; their frontier defences, 61; 
their introduction of bronze, 66 

Cemeteries, 228 
OenIritor. tho, 16 
Cerdia, 208 
Chancery Courts. germ of, 262 
I, Chanson de Roland," 316,347 
Chapter-house of Westminster, 418 
Chapter.houses, architecture of, In Nor-

nlBD times, 330, 419 
Charette&, 489 
Chariots, 8cythe·axled, 52, 86, 98; Ro· 

man, 60 
Charms, 26 
Charter, The Great, signed at Runny. 

mode. 267
1
' the foundation of English 

law. '09,;.. ts modifications. 410 
Charter of Henry L 267 
Charter ot William i .. to London. 362, 372 
ChIlteau Gaillard, 303 
Chaucer, xxxix. J source of his .. Man of 

Lawe'. Tale, 447 
Cheese, 450 
Chester, 17. 27. 62. 206. 361 
Chichester (Regnum). 11 
Children, among early Britons, 106 ; 

Anglo-Saxon, and of the 13tn cen· 

cbifl~~i!;:' Cattle. progenitors of, 72 

8=rgb-:r~":: 6~fOrd, xxxill. 
Christianity in Britain. 29; its Introdu6-

~~~ni~%~~~:ri::~ ~l:°.r:c~~ 
and worship, 39; its liturgy, 40; its 
buildings, 41; its endowments, 41: 

~t:;ri:'h~~ft?:: ~n&~es~~.;,l4:1 
AUl\'ustine. 165; Augustine's mission 
for Its extension, 154-158.217; its pro
~ress iUl~ded by hostility of British 

U:~'::'YE~8 o¥reB;';;'!:lT;~~' ~~J 
'I'heodore for its extension,157-161 

Ch~~. ~gc~~fti~~ ~m:d~~. B~~~ 
12th century, "xvi,; early character
istics. 165; ,ts decadence, 161; its 
revival, 2M; crusades or the, in 
Stephen's reign, 268; extension of 
the courts of the, 269; scandals of 
the 12th century lD the. 271; under 
the Normans. 383; work of the Friars 
In strengthening the. 406; its tolera.
tion towards the Jews, 407; influence 
In rural districts In 13th century. 407 ; 

under Alf;ed and I?un,stan. 162; its 
retrogressIOn. 163; Its :unprovement 
under Canute, 163; under William 
I., 250-252: investitures in. 2M. 

Chronicle, Old Engli.h, 229, 318, seqq; 
·Church of Rome. ita exactions from 

England in 13th century, 403 
Church and State. "xvi.; under William 

1_.250 
Churches, ot early Britain, 41, 82, 83; of 

Anglo-Saxons, 197; rebuilaing of, by 
Norman clergy, 320; their R.rchitec~ 
ture in Norman times. 321-327; num
ber in London in 12th century. 366 

C!nque Ports.206, 411. 469 
CIrencester, li, 98 
Citizens, 383 
Citizenship, rights of, 20 
Civil ,?yganisation of primitive ra.ces, 

XXIL 
·Clarendon, Earl ot. xl. 
ClaAS representation, 402 
Class'i!\;,caJslearning in the 12th century. 

g:::'~::M~r.:;;:,:.'I.~ 22. 63, 99 
Clergy in early British Church, influence 

of, 42; their connection with the 
State in the English Church. 162; 
taxation of, 262; celibacy of, 384; eo
actment for their protection, 38;1, 385 ; 
convocations of, 401; their protest 
against the exa.ctions of Rome. 403 

Clim .. te of Britain, 91 
Cloth used by early Britons. 87; manu· 

facture of, in 13th century, 466 
Clothing, cost of, in the time of Richa.rd 

II., liii.; of early Britons, 87. 102. 113 ; 
manufa.cture of, in 13th century, ~ 

Clovishooch. Council of, 161 
Cnut (see Canute) 
Coal,92 
Cock-fighting, 377 
Co!l'idubnus, 11 

COl'll'rit~~n:':£;~~n ~~~~, lA~' ordel::'~ 
I8J ;o{n R~::,~:~ ~~!..~Jt~o~";'"~:; 
of Henry III .• 427, 428 

Colchester, signs presaging the destruc-

~fogJ~i!~ d~~Iii:S ~~t~h;'i'i~:a~~ 
21; ita e .. rly name, 26; the founding 
of. 101; Castle of. 329, 330 

Colet, Dean, foundation of St. Paul s 
School by. xxxii, 

Coloni, l26 
Colonia Victrictnsis, 14 
Comes Brita"niarum, 14, 61, 132 
Comes Litoris Saxonici, 14, 117 
Comitatus, the, 131, 177 
Com mol;, the, 7 
Communa, the, 399 

g~::~~}~: ~~~~ nt!!1OOrB, 6, 358 
Compurgators, 286 
Concilium Sapientium, the, 136 
Congreve, xli. 
Conscription in Britain under Romo.n 

rule, 22 
Constantine the Great, 117. 146 
Constantius. 116 
Conservation of energy, xxxvii. 
Consular.,., 13 
Con vocations, 396, !WI 
Cookery. 112,113. 124 
Copper, 92 
Coracles, 88, 98 
Cordwa.iners, 467 
Corini urn (Bee Cireneester) 
Corn. exports ot. 91; its export prohibita4 
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by Richard I., 365; price of, in 1316, 
451 ; produce of, in 13th century, 452 ; 
tallymg, 459; selling and bartering. 
459; im.r0rtation from Germany and 
~gllan of, 472; famine prices of, 

Cornwall, Earl of, 472 
Corporations, 93 
Costume, of early. Britons. 87, 102; of 

Anglo-Saxons, 222; of Normans, 480 
Cottar's right, 126 
Cot tiers, 357; holdings of, 360 
Council of Sens, 333 ' 
Councils, Town, 15 
Councils, Village, 125 
Counsellors among old English, 134 . 
Craftsmen among the old English, 129; 

immigration of, at the Norman Con
Quest, 361; of the 13th century, 465 

Creed of early Christian Church in ' 
Britain, 39 

Cremation, 69, 109 • 
Crime in early Britain, 5; punishment : 

of, among old English, 137 ' 
Crocus, King of the Alamans, 117 
Cross·bow, introduction of, 302: super

seded by the long-bow, 411, 484 
Crown, control of trade by the, 469, 470; ; 

regulation of Jewish money-dealings 
by the, 471 i 

CrusadeA (lU7), 259; effect of, on archi- ' 
tecture of England, 323; effect on : 
trade, 385, 461 ' 

Crusades of the Church in Stephen's : 
reign,258 • 

Culture, English, work of the friars in 
promoting, 406 

II Cucko,?'s Song," 4:t8 
Cunobehnus, 7 
Curfew-bell, 373 
Ouriales, 15 
Customs due. of the 13th century, 470 
Cymbcline (see Cunobp.linus) 
Cynewulf, King of West Saxons, 135 
Cynewulf, Northumbrian bard, 187; 

poems of, 191, 192 
Cyprus, conquest of, 315 

Dairy produoe in Middle· Ages, 359; in 
13th cent,ury, 459 

"Datns Sirez," 450 
Dancing, 475 
Dane-law, the, 145 

E:~:~,e\~~10~e'o:r,7140, '180, 181; influ-
ence on England of, 149 i their mode 
of warfare, 180, 181; theU' dress, 223; 
their fleets, 210 

Dapifer the, 476 
Da.rwinfs "Origin of Species," xxxvi. 
David of Scotland,301 
Decapitation, 314 
IJecurioncs, 15 
Dtifensor civitatis, the, 15 
Degrees, academical, 338 
Devil. (8ec Chester) 
Dialectic, 333 
Diaper in architecture 417 
Dinner, among.t the Normans, 476, 477 
Dioeceses of Britain, 13 
Diocletian, Britain under, 13 
Dobuni, the, 98 
Dockyards, 318. 414 
Dogs, 87, 9"l 110, 379 
Domesday Book, 236-240, 356, 373 
})omcsdny of St. Paul's 360 
] )omestic implements of early Britain, 43 
Dominicans, 404, 431 
])omi .. , ... , the, 125 
lJomu. communitatum, 399 

Doomsmen, 286· . 
Dorchester (Dorset), 17,2!, 61 
Dover, 22 
Dre1~2and fashion ill Norman times, 480-

Drinking-vessels, 72, 224 
Druidism, 10, 25, 28; the hierarchy of, 

33; sacred rites of, 3t; teaching of, 
3,,; its decline, 35, 36; children in· 
structed in, 108 

Drunkenness, 112,226,37., 377 
Dryden, xli. 
Dubr", (see Dover) 
Dnmnobellaunus. 11 
Dungeons in castles, 382 
Duns Scotu., 406; his philosophical posi

~:~b.t;~ ,; ~f9'neral character ot his 
Dunstan, his reforms in the English 

Church 161, 162; his numerous ac
complishments, 208, 220 ; his reorgan
isation of monasteries, 2'20 

Durham Cathedral, Galilee porch of, 325 
Durnovaria (8 •• Dorchester) 
Duumvir, title ot, 15 
Dux Britanniarum, 8, 15, 61, 117, 132 
Dwellings, Celtic, 70; of villans, ·381; of 

peasants in 13th century, 466 
Dyes, 88, lO-l 
Dymchurch. 93 
Dyrham, 130 

Eadred,U6 
Eadwine, 152 
Eagle, Roman, at Strathfleldsn.ye, 63 
Earls, 148 
Easter, origin of name, 152; Scottish 

mode 01 calculating, 155 ; Augustine's 
proposal to the B"itish Church for 
calculating, 157; King Oswy's synod 
to det.ermine its calculation, 159 

Easterlinl{S, tile, 460 
Eating-houses, 478, 479 
Eboracum (sec York) 
Edgar, Emperor of all Britain, 141 ; his 

work of consolidating the English 
Church,l63 

Edgar (grandson of Edmund Ironside), 
his maritime expedition to the Holy 
Land,310 

Edmund (son of Harold), 308 
Edmund 1. (the elder), transfers Cum-

berland to the King of Scots, 146 ; 147 
Edmund Ironside, 148 
Edric, 232, 233 
Education, in the 12th century, 337-3!3. 

3i9, 3!lO; work of the friars m. 406 ; of 
boy. in the 13th century,474; of girls 
in the 13th century, 475 

Edward the Confessor, 163; laws of, 169 
rebuilds Westminster Abbey, 199 

Ed ward 1.,398, 409 
Edwin, 157, 179 
Egbert, 179, 182 
Elders among the old English, 134 
Eleotricity, xxxv. 
Elphege, Archbishop, 163 
Ely Book, the, 356 
Ely Cathedral. 3:!2, 327 

~::'a~~\d-!~k~~' lWo 380 
Engines of war, 315 
England: English conquest, 116-132; first 

legal institutions, 134; kings and 
comitatus, 134; the witenageln6t and 
folklnOot, 136' early local govern
ment. 138; ear\yarmy and navy, 139; 
Scandinavian settlements, 140-143: 
Dnnish kings in 11th century, 143: 
paganism, 149-153; early ChrIStian 
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~'!vu,.rc:f \~~MiB~~~n~~ ~r:J 
Edward. 167-172; publio health, 6th 
to 11th century, 173-176; early mili-

~'ilieo~~~~it4~~~\i~~t".:''': 
~~~ ~ e::~ly a::ad:da:dC%~~i~: 
201-210; BOCiai life and manners to 
the Norman Conquest. 210-2'28; Nor-

;I:::'Yc, ~~';":he~~~~ or~a':"ia~':l 
owners. 2W-243; under William 
Rufus and Henry 1_. 244-2-17, 253-255 ; 
the anarchy of Stephen's reign, 257 ; 
growth of royal power in the reilP' 
of Hen'?80 u., 261; legal reforms m, 

~i';2fg'e rei~o~Sj~~~i~~~ lh":'lJ".:!t 
Charter. 26i-267; growth of monasti
cism, 268; reformers of the Church, 

~ ~ C:::I~~nd ~~~i7a~~:e~:i'!ogi 
the 12th century, 308-lI19; architec
ture of the Normans, 319-332: learn
ing, science, and literature of the 12th 
eentury. 332-3i3; its trade and wealth 
In the 12th century, 360·367, 386, 387; 
lepers, 367-370; social life in Norman 
times, 371 380; genesis of the Parlia
ment. 396·W3; coming of the friars, 
xxvii., 4:05; growing influence of the 
Cburch, W6-W6; duties of tbe Cinque 
Porte, 412; progrees of tbe Navy in 
reign of Henry IlL. 413, 0114 ; building 
of Salisbury Catbedral and decora
tion of Westminster Abbey, 416-418 ; 
sculpture of the 13th century, 0120; 
the beginning of the Universities, 
429-440 - language and literature of 
the 13th centwy. 4«1-450; agriculture 
from 1216-13018, <150-457; trade and in
dustry of the 13th century, 4a7-oI72; 
health and social life ot the 13th 
century, H2-0189 

Englas. the, 119: their settlements In 
England. 131 177 

Englisb Chronicle (see Chronicle) 
Enlistment for the Navy, 318 
Estates. the Three. 0102 
Ethelbert (see Aethelbert) . 
EtheUleda, the .. Lady of London," 136 ; 

ber resistance to Dani8h invaders, 
14a; her war with the South Welsh, 
US; her instructions to Dunstan for 
her burial ri~28 

Eth~~~ ?~!~1, l~,l35, loI7, 1018; laws 
Ethelstan (see Aethelstan) 
E~~logy of England, 1, 48, 6U5, 13(). 

Evil spirits, seeing. 408 
Evolution of national life, xvi. 
Exchequer, beginnings of an, 276 
Exeter, 205 
Exogamy, 216 

.. Fair of Lincoln .. 391 
Fairies and de~ns, 32. 33 . 
F~621W, 208, -; In the 13th century, 

Family lite In early Britain,~, 5, 103, 111 
Famine, of 1316-17, 4al, 0172; of 10139, £73, 

0179 
Famine-pestilences. 175, 176; in the 

Middle Ages, 370, 371, 0172, 0179 
Farmers' rights. 127 
Farming, mixed, of the 13th and 14th 

centuries. 4a3 
Fawkes de Breautt!, 391, 392 

GO 

Feudalism. 256. 259 
Fines of early English law, 166, 171 

~~:~ ~~;: .:'r~~t::lr:nglish, 129 
Fitz Osborne, William, 0176 
Fitz Stepben, William, his account of 

~: social condition of London, 376, 

Fitzherbert. Sir Anthony, treatise on 
agriculture by. 01,;6 

Flag of England. 315 
Flanders, .i!;nglish trade with, 0160 
FleeJ; Roman-Britiab, 22; Danish, 210; 

Flem~~!s.~kr 
;:;~~=dl~lanChetlor,,, 450 

Folk-moot, 125, 1301, 136; place of meeting 
FOI:!~~~TI~ings of, 137, 205 
Food, 112. 113, 1201, 207; of Anglo-Saxons, 
F"';-7~fl:S3hof the 13th century, 475 

Foreign influence, English hatred of,392 
Forest law, 0110 
Forests, 90 
Fort~cation, art of, in Norman times, 

Fortresses of the Normans, 300, 328 
Forts of primitive races, £7, 85; of 

Romans, 57 
Fo~~r'S duties among the old English, 

Franchise, the right to the, 0102 
Franciscans. 405, 0131433 
Frank-pledge. 139 
Franks, the. 116, 117 
Fra.omarius. King. 117 
Free and unfree workers among the old 

English. 128 
Free tenants, 356 
Free trade in N orman times, 362 

Fre~¥~i"f~h~'iru"':~~~~~~~~ E~~"3~ 
langusge, 443. 01401 

Fresco painting, 0117. 0119 
Friars, the coming of tbe, xxvii., WoI, 0132; 

work of the. 0105, W6; they intercede 
for the Jews, W7; their inftuence at 
the Universities. 0l3oi 

R:I~~:sR~~~!9~2 
~:::I ~7tes of early Britons, 109; of 

Anglo-Saxons. 2'28 
Furniture of Anglo-Saxon houses, 223, 

2201; of Norman .. 0188 . 

Gaels In Britain, 2 
Galleys. 315 
Gambesons, 4801 
Garnier, 271 
Gaul. Intercourse with Britain, 89 
Gauze, 481 
Gebur (small farmer). rigbts of, 127 
Gtmeat (peasant), rights of, 126 
Geoffrey of Monmouth. 3019, 353 
Geometry,333 • 
Geotas (Jute8).119; their settlements m 

England, 131 
Gerald of Wales, 3012 . 
GesithB, 135, 139. 177, 182 
Gesoriacum (see Boulogne) 
Giants, 153 
Gilbert of Sempringham, 268 
Gilbert, William, xxxiv. 
Gildas, his denunciation of the five 

wanton steeds, 120; his description 
of tbe condition of the British 
Church,l55 
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Gilds, of merchant., 93, 362, 363, 386, ~66 ; 
or craftsmen, 363, 364, 467 

Giraldus Cambrensis, literary works of 
352, 371, ~11 ; on the luxurious living 
of the monks, 477 

Glan vill, Ranulf, 263 
Glass, beads of, in early Britain, 70; im

ported after Roman Conquest, 72; 
manufactured in Britain, 83, 92, 193; 
vessel. of, 224; its use in England, 
422,423 

Glass, coloured, 417, U9, 421, 422 
Ulass, Mooaic, 417 
Glastonbury, 36; monks of, 252 
Gleemen of Anglo-Saxons, 225 
Glevum (see Gloucester) 
GIOucester

l 
early town councillors of, 

15; ear y name of, 16 ; Roman station 
of, 62; nunnery and mint of, 205 

Godric the Hermit, 408 
Gods, of Rome worshipped in Britain, 

26·28; of the Celts, 30·3"2; of the 
Anglo-Saxons, 150-153 

nGod'e-pennies" ~, 
God win, 308 ' 
Gaidel., the, 30, 33 
Uold, 92, 203. 224 
Gold coinage, 428 
Uoldsmiths, 193, 194, 467 
Goldsmiths' Company, 387 
Uraham's Dyke, 12 
Grammar, 333 
Granlmar schools, xxxii. 
Gratian, 117 
Uraek, spread of the study of, xxxii. 
Greek colonists of Marseilles, 85 
U reek fire, 315, 316 
Uregory the Great, 154, 157 
Gregory VIL, Pope, and William I., 269 
Gromet,412 

Gro;:~~:~~,~:.~; ~t aL~~c;,~ t~~ 
Oxford Franciscans, 405, 433; his 
literary works and personal author
it;!', 438; his hook on agriculture, 455 : 
hIS "Liber Urbanitatis," 475; his 
fondness for the harp, !lS7 

Guild-a.ssociations, 407 
Gunmakers' Company, 387 
Guy de Lusignan, 315 

Hadrian'S Wall,55 
Hair, of the Celts, 114; of the Anglo-

Saxons, 222, of the Normans, 376, 

Hal~o~t!; 11-7~~M the, 462 
Hallcluia Victory, the, 119 
Ham, 12'2 
Hand, cutting off the 312 
Handicrafts of early Britons, ~, among 

the old English, 129; of me 13th 
century,46.i 

Hanging 292, 293, 296 
II Ha.Dse," the, or gild, 362 
Hanse towns, exports to England from, 

460,469 
Hardi-Canute US 
"Hardinge at Englandl~ his maritime 

expedition to the HolY Land, 310 
Harold, distrust of, U7.t appOinted ki!l$, 

148; his defeat at Hastings, 231; his 
navy, 307 

Harp, the, among the Normans, 487 

H:~:"ts~m\''!~' :~~v, 
HatfilJ., Battle of, 157 
Hats ana caps, 481 
•. Havelok the Uana," 4-J9~ 
Hawberk, 302, 462 
H"wking, 2'25, 319 

Head·gear, 481 
Health, of the 6th to 11th centuries, 173-

176; in 12th and 13th centuries, 367-
371. 472, 473 

Resumes, 485 
Hecatreus, 67 
Helmets, 483, 4S! 
Hencgist, or Hengist, 119 
Henley, Sir Walter de, hook on agri-

He:'*t~~e U~~~~n, the .. Historia 
Anglorum " of, 451 

Henry I., alliance between the Crown 
and the people in reign of, 245; 
fT:r:~. ;.~va.ncement under, 246; 

Henry II., his measures for crushing 
feudalism, 259 : his system of scutage, 
259; his wars, 259; his quarrei with 
Becket, 260; his expedition to Ireland. 
260; surrender of King of Scots to, 
261; his sons, 261; the great reforms 

Hen':;'\11.~Iii~Of elements of his reign, 
391; his confiict with the harons, 
394 : taken prisoner at the battle of 
Lewes, 395: his enlargement and 
decoration of Westminster Ahbey, 
417,418 

Henry. Prince, of Scotlaud, 302 
Hereward, 23! 
Hermits, 408 
Herring fishery of Sandwich, 206 
Herschel, Sir William, xxxiv. 
Hertford, Council of, 160 
Himilco,67" 
Historical writing, development of, itS 
Hoard, king's, 136 
Hobbes, Thomas, xxxiv. 
Hogarth, xlvi. 
Holy Communion, controversy on the 

doctrine of the, 332, 333 
Holy Land, crusade of 1147 to, 259 ; 

Edgar's maritime expedition to, 310; 
Hardinge of England's expedition to, 
310 

Homesteads of early Britain, 4 
Homicide, penalty for, in Anglo-Saxon 

times, 172; under William I" 275 i 
on the high seas, 312 ; of shipwreckea. 
persons, 314 

Honorius, U8 
Hooker, Bishop, :xl. 
Horsl\,U9 
Horse-racing among Anglo-Saxons, 2"..5 
Horses, 214; Norman. 489 
Hospitality to strangers, 110, 111 
Hospitals, 368-370 
Host-leaders, 13! 
Hounds, 87 
Hours of labour, regulation of, 364 
House of Commons, De Montfort's, 399 
House-ca"leo, 135, 139, 148, 149, IS! 
Houses, of l~th century, 330, 381, 382 

H~b:~~~~'lf~~g~ 304; defeats King 
Louis' fieet, 391 

Hug-h of Avalon, Bishop, refuses 
Riohard I:. demands for money, 264; 

~:;~~~ tl~:f~~~r~f i7j~'1n~~:e: 
EarrEnglishstyle of architecture,326 

Hugh a Pusey, Bishop, 326 
Hugh of Shrewsbury, 3 
Human saorifices, 19 
Hundred'f1lOots, 137, 138, 170 
Hunter, John, xxxiv. 
Hunting among Anglo-Saxons, 225; of 

Londoners, 3;9 
Husting Court at London, 365 
Hymns, religious, 186 
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Iberian. in early Britain contrasted with 
Celts, xxii.; 1. 2. 4. 9. 10, 30,.43; 
~eapons and implements or, 43, "-

Iceni, the, 53, 64, 101 
IDumination, art ot, 194:. 195; in Norman 

time., 331 
Ine, law. 0'ti167, 203 
Inn:rol.~ ~,'hlope, excommuniooteo 
Inn., 56, 366 
Inquest, 288 
lona, St. Columba founds the monastery 

ot, 156; the work of its missionaries 
~~ the conversion of England, 217; 

Ireland, work of the missionaries of, 
xxv.; 12.23; its conversion to Christ
Ianity. 39; 90, 13'1, 133; expedition of 
Henry II. to, 260, 311 

Iron. 85, 89, 92; cost of, In mediIBva! 
times, 359 

Iron Age in Britain. 68 
1000 Silurum (Bee Caerleon) 
Isle of Man. Gaels In the, 2 
Isle of Thanet, 18 

Jet, 92 
Jews, their arrival in England, 244; 

financing the building of churches, 
326; 387; persecuted, 387, note, 407; 

ni::r~~t;?'d':~r~::':·~~Fae,3e~:ug.; 
Crown, 471 ; their influence on trade, 
471 

II Jews' Houee," Lincoln, 330 

~~~~':; 8~&~~~419, 427 
John, King, his glotting to secore the 

~~~ft~'t :th t~: {::r,: •. ~,~i; tl: 
excommunication, 266; signs the 
Charter, 267 . ~ .. 

John of Salisbury, his leamjrig,.. ,3U; 
his foreign traininl\', 340;1L8 a heolo-
glan and ecclesiastic. 341; 342 : . 

Jongleurs, or Joglars, 486, 487· . 
Juries, Grand, 263 
Jurisprudence, growth of, in 12th and 

13th centurie., 408·410 
Jurors, earliest, 290 
Jury, trial by, 285·295 
Juvenal, 25 

Kidnapping, 252 
Kilwardby, Robert, 406 
II King Horn," 449 
.. King of Sicily," 393 
., King Waldere's Lay," 190 
King's hunter, duties of, 128 
Kings, tribal, 6,118; of old English, 134, 

136 
Kitchen utensils of the 13th century, 475, 

476 
Knighthood, 382, 383, 485 
Knights for shire representation, 396, 398 
Knights, Norman, dress of 484 
Knights Templars, .. Ie of Cyprus to, 315 
Knook Castle, 45, 48 . 

Labour, forced, 22 
,. Lady's bower," the, 382 
Land, division or, by families, t-6; acres 

under tillage after the Norman Con
quest, 239, a57; change of own~rsh!p 
at the Conquest, 240; commu~lty In 
cultivation of, 358; area cultIvated 
in 13th and 14th centuries, 4<;2, 453; 
dispoBai of produce of, 4~ 

Lan~~lasse. among the old English, 

Lantranc, appointed Archbishop of 
Canterbury, 248; his relations to the 
Papacy, 249,250 ; as Church reformer, 
251, 252; compared with Anselm, 
253; opposes Beren~a.r in the con
Mil:versy on the Ho y Communion. 

:LanKton, Archbishop, appointed by tho 
Pope to the See of Canterbury, 266; 
his patriotism. 274; his treatment by 
John, 266: his restoration to the 
primacy 1 392 

Lang~n O!ft~:I}ln:Il'.1 ~~~~est; 1Jf 
~S:.ir~ ~reli~~t~~~'::lJ. 3:; ~v~ht! 
life in the reign of Henry IYr .• 442, 
443; mingling of English with Anglo
Norman, 444 

Latin, as the legallanlfUage of England, 
Law~':::~dn~ktf'e Ulllversities,443 
Law, Roman, 280. 282 

l::s~g,~'r'!fa~~~nH~nihe~b:~~ of 
the people, xiii.; old English, 133, 
134, 165-173; first English code of, 
185; of Ine. 167; Alfred's, 167. 168; 
Canute's, 168; Edward the Con
fessor's, 169; Danish, 170: character· 
istics of early, 17()'173; influence of 
Roman upon En~iBh,172; ot William 

~'1; ~~nil~~~r'I~.,22ii~ ;n:'~!:~!r fe: 
forms of, 28().298 

Laws of OIeron, 313 

t:z;:' 91:092~~ . 
Learning and science, their parallel 

. growth with religion in early times, 

~~J~~ Il~~ ttl:t~ec:rut~y~~~~.; 
in the 13th century, 42!H4O 

I::g~ h";::.t¥t':..~:: ::3~b9 
Leprosy, 367'370, 405 
Letters of credit, 387 
Lewes, Battle of, 395 
Liberti, 125 
Licences for traders in 13th century, 471 
Lichen as a dye. 88 
Lincoln. 15, 16, 62; Battle of, 301; churches 

at, 320, 321 
Lincoln Cathedral, 326, 327 
Lindum Colonia (Bee Lincoln) 
Literature, growth of, to 19th century, 

"""vii-xlii.; old English, 184-193: of 
the 12th century, 3,13; reli!lious, of the 
12th century, 3,17; scientIfic and his
torica.l, of the 12th century, 347·364 ; 
poetical of the 12th century, 355; 
prose and poetica.l of the 13th ceo-

Lih~::g' ~f>4.:rIY Christian Church in 
Britain, 40 

Livery companies, 387 
Locke, John, ][][][iv. 
Lodestone, 415 

~lfa"r~~xvii. 
Lombard, Peter, II Sentences of," 335 . 
London, in 61 A.D., 11: 13, 16, !i2; .m ' 

Roman times, 78; Roman mint In, 
84; earthenware of, 93; captured by 
British tribes, 101; in Anglo-Saxon 
times, 2M, 205; municipal progress in 
reign of Richard I., 263; IL8 a com
mercia! port In the reign of Henry 
II., 311, 366; William 1:8 charter 
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granted to, 362, 372; its growth in the 
12th century, 366; number of churches 
in the 12th century, 366; suburbs of, 
376; manners and anlusements of, 
377: schools of, 379: famine of 1258 
in, 473, 479: eating-houses of, 478, 479 

I.ondon Bridge. 205 
Long·bow, the, 411 
Longchamp, Bishop, his unpopularity 
~ d eXile. 263; his extravagance. 

Loriners. 467 
Lud,89. 
Luguvallium (see Carlisle) 
Lundy, a piratical stronghold, 413 
Lydney, mosaic pavements at. 79. 81; 

temple to Lud at. 89 
Lymne.22 

Macaulay, Lord, on the increase of 
national wealth. Iii. 

"Mad Parliament," the, 394 
Magic. 25 
Magister Coquus. the. 476 
Magistrates, 15 
Magnus, the Norwegian, 3 
Malcolm, King of Scots. 146 
MallinI!' Castle. 320 
Mandubratius, 7 
Manners, of a people. the resultant of 

many forces. xx; of England. gen· 
eral progress in. !iii-ivi. 

Manor·houses.426 
Manorial records, 456 
M .. nors. 356.451: records of. 456 
M .. ntles, 480 
Manufacturers of the 13th century, 465, 

. 467 
M .. p. Walter. 342, 353 
Mariner's compass, 414: 
M .. ritime .. dventure, English love of. 

310 
M .. ritime ordinances of Rich .. rd I., 312 
Marlowe. xli. 
M .. ~T~~l40. 208: of the 13th century, 

M .. rriage customs among early Britons. 
103. 104; among Anglo·Saxons, 215; 
of the 13th century, 474, 

Martial. 25 
Met\erranean, English trade with the, 

Men .. pil. the. 116 
Merch .. nt service, laws of Oleroll for the, 

313; under Henry III., 415 
Merchants, among the old English, 129 ; 

foreign, 469 
Merton College, the model of later 

colleges, 435 
Metal work in early Britain, 69; of 

Romltn Britain. 83: in churches, 380 
Middlemen, 473 
Milestones (milliaria), 56 . 
Military centres in !-toman Britain, 17 
Mil~t;lf7!?rganisation of Anglo-Saxons, 

Militi ... 262 
Mills. 466 
Milton, xu. 
Mines. 91 
Minstrels 486 
Minstrelsl gallery. 382 
Mint. in London. 84; at Verulam, 99; at 

Gloucestel". 205 
Miracl&-plays, 377 
Missionaries. Irish, their work among 

Mis~~~~~ 'r~~~~si~~rdism, 35 
Mit.hras-worship in Britain. 28. 741 
,. Model ParliaUlent," the, 396 

Monasteries.38; iii Scotland. ISS; pillaged 
by the D .. nes, 161 ; Dunstan's Refor
m .. tions of. 162 {. industrial centres. 
207; centres of .arning and hospit
ality. 218. 219. 385; their growth in 
the reign of Stephen. 268 : dissensions 
in. 385; agriculture advanced by. 
455; luxurious living in. 477, 478 

Monks of GJastnn bury. 252 
Monkwearmouth Church. 197. 198, 320 
Mosaic pa.vements, 24, 79; a.t Brading. 

. ~; at Lydney and Woodchester,81, 

U Moyses Hall." Bury. 330 
Music amongst early Britons. 110; 

amongst Anglo-Saxons. 225; in the 
13th century. 47S. 486; as one of the 
Seven Liberal Arts, 333 

,Musical instruments. among_ Anglo· 
Saxons. 195; amongst the Norm .. ns, 
!la7.468 

Mycel-gcm6t. the. 136 

· Naming children. 106 
· Napery, 478 

N .. ture, deification of, 31 
Naval .. rchitecture.310 
N .. val expeditions of Richard r .. 315. 316' 
N .. val warfare. between Richard I. and, 

the Turks, 316; in the 13th century, 
414 

· Navigation laws of Henry II .• 311 
I N .. vy. old English. 139, 182, 202; of 
, William the Conqueror. 304; of 
· Harold. 307; of Henry I.. 309; im

provements under John in the. 317-' 
319; in the 13th century. 411-415 . 

Neolithic men. 43, 65 (see also Iberi .. ns) . 
· Nerv ... 16 

New Forest. pottery production in. 93 ; 
hunting in. 379 

Newcastle, 18. 27 

~~~~~~::,~~~iV. 
Norfolk, site of the woollen trade, 454 
Norman architecture. 319-330 
Norman Conqnest. its_ advantages to· 

England. 231, 243. 265. 361 . 
Normandy. loss of. 265 ' 

~~~~~~\;!':l~.r.ii'i.;::,!"~;tli!orks in, 
95: incorporation with English realm,. 
147 

Norwich. 18 
Novgorod Fair. 460 

Oakham Castle. 325. 330 
Oath. trial hy. 285 
Udo. supported hy Dunstan. 221: his op· 

pression of the men of Kent and of 
Herefordshire, 232; taken prisoner 

Otfa~~a'!~U~t"M~'i~' !tns of. 200 

gfe~~~'I~~:'~~:3uortress .. t. 47 
Open parishes. 358 
Orchltrds. 359 
Ordeal. trial by. 286 
Ordovices. the. 102 
Organ. the. among the Normans. 468 
Ol'llaments of early Britons, 88, 102, 103; 

of Anglo-Saxons. 193. 222 
Orosius.7 
"Orpheo" 450 
Oswald. i58 
OSWY. King (Osuiu), 159. 220 
Outlawry. 296 
Ovates. tho. 103 
". Owl and the Nightingale." !l48 
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Oxford, 205: a~",ount of, in Domesd:a 

~~~~&~9nt ~!i, t~1'8 at, 365; " M 
OX-~;d'S duties among the old English, 

Oysters, 92 

Paganiem, In Britain, XXV_, 30-32; Anglo
Saxon, U9 153 

Pandulf,392 
Papal relationships with William 1_, 249 ; 

~";'~~~:i~~ 1ro~inl;~I~~d~ 
Popes,3!n 

Paris, Matthew 445: hie "Historia 
Major," and his trustworthine88 as 
an hlatorian, 446, H7, 472 

Parliament, origin of,396-403 
" Parliament ,f at Henry III., 394 
Parliamentary representation, elements 

Par~~h~~. stem ,160 
.. Parzifal,'l"the, 354 
Patronus, the, 125 
Paulin us, Suetonius, 54 

~=~:"rr:h:, 126 
Peasantry, improvement in their position 

in the reign of Henry 111_, !IOO 
Peine Fort. et Dure, 292 
Pelagius, 39 
Penanoesamong Anglo-Saxons, 224 
Pestilence, of 1257-59; of 1315-16, 472, 473 

~:~~ ~~~~".!~h~~ 392 
Peterborough Cathedral, 417 
Peterborough Chronicle of the Norman 

Phi.~'~::'Sje~3:t;'~~406 
Picts_ the, 18. 96, 155 
Picts' Wall. 12 
Pie-Powder, Courtsot, 4M 

~~:sR~}ts, the, 467,468 
Pirates, 117,140: during the rule of the 

Normans, 308, 309; at the Cinque 
Ports, 413 

Plague, the, in early English times, 174 ; 
ot 1348, 451 

Plantagenete. the, 258 
Plautiu8, AuluB, 7,53 
Pliny the elder. 87 
Plo~~men's duties amongst old English, 

Ploughs, 359 
Poetry, ot Scandinavian settlers, 144; of 

Anglo-Saxons, 152, 185-192: N orman
French, M5, 3ii5; English, from 1218-
1273, «7-450 

Police of old English, 138 
Politics, their influence upon social pro-

gress, xiv. 
Polyandry, 104 
Polygamy, 104, 216 
Pons1Elius (see Newcastle) 
Poorrfi Bishop, and Salishury Cathedral, 

Pope. Alexander, xli, 
Population of Britain, 95; in old English 

times, 133, 206: I1fter the Norman 
Conquest, 240, 357 

Portsmouth, as a place of naval import-
ance, 311, 318 

Portus Lemanis (Bee Lymne) 
PosidoniuA, his visit to Britain, 85 
Pottery,in the Bronze Age. 66: of Roman 

Britain, 83; of Celtic Britain, 92 
Praesides, 13 
Prasutagus, 101 
Preaching of the friars, 433 

Pr ... ingseamen, 318 
Priestley, Joseph, xxxiv. 
Priests, Romish, revenue of, in Eng .. 

land,404 
Printing, invention of, x1., xliv. 
Privateers, licensed hy Henry 111_, 413 
Prize .. money for seamen, 318 
Protestantism, its influence on the peo-

ple, xxix. 
Pro;r:-bS, collections of, in 13th century, 

Provisions of Marlborough, 410 
Provisions of Merton, 410 
Proviaions of Oxford. 394. 
Provisions of Westminster, 395 

~~i;::nb~r!n~!e~I~\C;:;;sC:i;:: N;; 
for offences on the seas. 312, 313; for 
~lunderers of wrecks, 314 

Puritanism, ite influence on the nation 
xxix. 

Pytheas, hie visit to Britain, 67, 85 

Quadrimum, the, or second course of 
training in the schools, 333 

Ransom of Richard 1_,361 
Ranulph, Bishop, 364 
Realism, 333-335 
Reculhium (Be. Reculver) 
Reculver, 18. 83 
Refer.ndarius (chancellor), King's, 136 
Ref~~~~~nxxt.!'t'il_ its influence on the 
Religion in early Britain, 25-29, 30-42, 74, 

103; among English and Danes, 149-
1M 

Remi, Bishop, 320 
RenaIssance, thei xxxii. 
"Reneward and Sigrim," 450 
Representative government, 396-400 
Rhetoric, 333 
Rich, Edmund, 393, 403: lectures at 

Oxford on Aristotle. 43ii 
Richard I., 262-2&1; his laws for the 

government of the fl~et and mer
chant navy, 312: ships of, 314,315-317; 
his ransom, 367; 450 

Richard of Cornwall,393 
Richard of Devizes. 363 
Richard the Mar.hall, 392 
Richborough, 18; 62,95, 9i . 

, Riehang-er, William, his" Cronioo," 44:7 
Road., 19; Celtic, 49. 50 : earliest Roman, 

51, 56, 90; in Norman times, 366; ot 
the 13th century, 462, 469 . 

Robert of Gloucester, 373, «3 
· Robbery, 111, 112; on the highway, 462 
· Robert of Melun, M2 

Robin Hood, 379 
· Roger, Bishop, 323 _ _. 

Roger of ~~~dover, his "Flores Histon-
arum, ..... R ,~,ca· Rol&nd,Songof(sfe"Romande ou ,TOU 

Roland (Pope Alexander III_) , " ent 
tences" of, 335 

· Roll of Battle A bb!'y. 37~, ~74 - d 
Roman influence 10 Bntam, limIte ex

tent ot. xxiii_ 
· "Roman de Rou," the. 346,347 

Romances, Welsh. allusions to British 
handicrafts in, 86 _ _ 

Rome, arrest of emigration to BrItam by 
2' wandering tribes influenced by, 3; conquest of Britain by, 7, ~, 9, 11, 
53; it. influence and prestIge or 
Britain, 10, 11; its limits of conquest 
in Brita.in, 12; its system of govern
ment in, 12-18; British worship of 
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the gods of, 26-28, 73; its military 
orll'anisation in Britain, 56-64; its 
wIthdrawal from Britain, 96 

RosceJin of Compi"gne, 333 
Runes, 151, 219, 483 
Rutnpilll (see Richborough) 

Saga, the, 144 
Saint Albans, 16 i martyrdom of St. 

Alban at, 37; vIctory of the Romans 
at, 53; Homan station and municipal 
town, 62; constructed out of the 
mins of, Verulamium~; its present 
~~:t~~y'!;l~i:a25~bS of glish abbots 

Saint Albert the Great, 427 
Saint Bernard, 333 
Saint Columba,l55 
Saint George, banner of, 315 
Saint Joseph and the introduction of 

Christianity into Britain, 36 
Saint Patrick and slavery, 87,155 
Saint Paul's Cathedral, 205 
Salisbury Cathedral, 327; architecture 

of,416 
Salt· making, 207 
~~~~:,~right of, 42, 296, 297 

Sandwich,206 
Sarcenet, 481 
Sarnm, 130; cathedral of, 323 
Saxons, civil organisation of, xxiv.; their 

invasion of Britain, 3, 96, 118, 119; 
settlements in ~;ngland, 131 

Scandinavian settlement in England, 
140-149 

Scapula. Pnblins Ostorius, 53 
Scholasticism, its supremacy from 13th 

to 15th century, xxxi. 
School of Canterbury, 312 
Schools, of cathedral chnrches and 

monasteries, 337: ot London, 379 
Schools, medilllva1 text-books of, 336 
Scir-gereja (sherirr), 138 
Scotland, struggles of Gaels and Celts 

in, 2; its conversion to Christianity, 

~: Joi;'\t:~~:n~~i~:'~ocWilli~St~'; 
Conqueror, 235: revolt at the king, 
and his tlnal snbmission to Henry 
II., 260, 261; famine ot 14.>"9 in, 473 

sco\"iii; their descent on Britain, 96, 118, 

Sculpture, xlv., 380; at Wells Cathedral, 
419,420 

Scntage, 259, 265, 302 
Scntclieon, the royal, 483 
-, Seafarer, The," 190 
Seals, royal, devices on, 483 
Seamen, laws of Richard I. for the good 

conduct ofl 312, 313 i laws of Oleron 
for, 313; Kmg Johns wages to, 317 

Seneca, loan to Britain, 21 
Sendel, 481, 488 
Senlac, Battle of, 231, 299 
"Sentences, .. of Robert Pullan, Roland, 

and Peter Lombard, 335 
Serapis, worship of, 74 
Serfs, 125, 203,206, 209 
Servi,125 
Settlements ot F.nglish and Danes in 

Britain, 130-132 
Seven Liberal Arts, 333 
Severn, the. 89 
Severus, Emperor, 13 
Severus, Wall ot, 55 
Seviri, the, 15 
Sewer, or server, the, 477 and note 
Shakespeare, xli. 
Shaving the face, 480 

Sheep, 213; outbreak ot disease among, 
452 ; their rearing undertaken by 
monks, 454 i protlts from, 459 

Shef~erds' dUties among the old English, 

Sherift's, 138, 262 
Shi~\lls, devices on, 483; shape of, 483, 

Shil?s, of early Britons, 88; ot Norman 
mvaders, 306; of England of the 12th 
century, 312; names and types ot 
Richard I.'s, 3U, 315; of merchants 
in 12th and 13th centuries, 386 (see 
also Navy) 

Shipwrecked persons,laws for protection 
of, 3ll, 314 

Shire-courts, 397 
Shire-moot, 137, 399 
Shires, 138, 145, 396. 397 
Shops, arrangement of, 468 
Siculust Diodoru8, 67 
Silchester, 14; amphitheatre at, 24, 62 ; 

its extent, 76; capital of the A ttm
bates, 98; fired and destroyed, 133 

. ~I~~~t~~~tion of, 461 

. Silvanus, tablet of thanksgiving to, 00 
Silver, 00, 203, 224 
Silvester, Bernard, 340, 341 
Simon de Montfort, 393-395; his "House 

of Commons," 399, 400 
u Sir Tristrem,"450 
Slate, 92 
Slavery in early Britain, 87, 92,125; under 

the English and Danes, 132, 203-205, 
212, 221; measures against,252: return 
in Domesday Book of, 357 ; prohibited 
by Henry I., 372 

Smith, Adam xxxv. 
.. Smoolh-tleld .. (Smithtield), 377; market 

of,462 
Snake's egg, myth of the, 35 
Social aspects, of civilisation, xiii.; at 

early Britain. xxiii., 3-6; of Celtic 
and Roman Britain, 98-114; of early 
England, 124, 125, 210-228; under the 
Normans, 371-382, 4i3-t89 

Social classes, old English, 124, 125 
Social order, its uniform growth since 
Soc~:n~lish conquest, xxiv. 
U Solar," the, 382 
Soldiers, rewards to, 20 
Soldiers of fortune, 302 
Southampton, trade ot, 480 
Sovereignty ot the seas, 318 
Spears of English yeoman, 302 ; of Nor

man knights, 483 
Spices, importatIOn of, 480, 461 
Standard (signum) of the Roman legion, 

63 
Standards of value In earlf. Britain, 35 
State, the, as a society, xhl.; influenced 

by other States, xiv. 
Statute of Marlbridge, 410 
Steam, locomotion, xxxv. 
Steelyard. the, 364 
Stephen, King, 255-253 
Stone-cutting, 92 
Stonehenge 68 
Stories and legends :-The enchanted 

calf·skin and Al'thur'sknights, 5; the 
mvsterious cries in the theatre of 
Colchester. 19, note, 103; Seneca's 
loan of money to Britain, 21; the 
Welsh hag and the bedridden poet, 
33; the Druids and the snake's egg, 
35; St. Joseph's staff at Glastonbury, 
36; legends ot the plough, of swine 
and of bees, 87; the luxurious court 
of Cartismandu .... 100; funeral rites 
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of Gauls. 109: IIdelity of the OeBiths. 
13.i; legends in I. Beowulf," 153; 
.. Beowulf" aud tile mere-llend 
G .... ndel. 189: warning of Philip of 
France to King J olln. 263: trial by 
ordeal, ~; the corpse of William 
itufua and the faU of Wincheeter 
tower. 3tt: the shaving of Henry I. 
by the Bishop of Sees. :r75. :r76: the 
blacksmltll and Hubert de Burgh. 

~:~~ .l:8'f t~~'\n~~1 ';~~~"lg~e~re 
?fd'!~i~~:~~s~:;:~ii:~I:~'lt8'~ ~~: 
Normans with shaven heads, and 
Harold, i80: William lL and his 

l:.~~f:! :c.!~::'. ~~'ii':.'t,"er~~~ 
tcete and the harp. 487 

Stourbridge Fair. 365.463 
Streets, arra.ngement of, 18 
Strongbow. 260 
Slletoniua. 60. 101 
Sunday. observance of, 40, 221, 225 
SnperstitioD, M, 408 
Surrey; Earl of, xl. 
Suttee, the, 215 
Swegen_ 148, 183, 184 
Swi1t, Dean, hia jesting at philosophy 

and science. xxxiv. 
Swine. introduction of, 87, 213 
Sydenham, Thomaa, xxiv. 
Symbol .. mystic, on shields, 483] 
Symphosiua, 191 

TaooO, the. 6 
Tacitus, allusions to Britons, 11, 88, 89, 

100, 101, 103, 104, 107 
Tapestry, 225. 382. 488 
'!'arrlng and feathering, 312 
Tartan, 481 
Tasciovanos. 99 
Tasso, xl. 
T .. ttooing, 222 . 
Taxation in Britain nnder Rome, 20-22 : 

.in Henry II.'s reign, 262: in Parlia.
mentary representation, 391; 8B a 
factor in English history, 400; in the 
13th century, 470 

Taylor, Jeremy, xli. 
Teachers, licensed, 338 
Tebaldua. English poetry of, 447,448 . 
'femples in Britiah towns, 23, 74, 75; to 

Lud,89 . 
Tennyson, Lord, xlii. 
'l'eutonic tribes in Britain, 2, 3 
Thamee. the, 89; wharves on, 386 
Thcatres, 19. 82 
Theft at sea, Richard L's pnniahment 

tor, 312 
Thegen. the, 124, 125, 126 
Theobald, Archbiahop,268, 200 
,!'heodore of Tarsus, xxv., l54, 159 
Theodosius, 13 
Theological doctrines, inquiry into, in 

11th century, 332. 333 
Theology, sYRtematic, 335 
Thomas de Hales, hia .. Luve Roll,· 448 
Three Eslatce, Parliament of the, 401 

:rurin~~g. D3 
Tin trade of Cornwall, 85, 89, 203 

~=:.:;,:~~;ry, 382 
Tomb inscriptions. 28 
Tombs of Neolithic races, 65; in the Iron 

Age of Britain. 69 
Tools of early Britons, 43; in the Iron 

Age,68 
Totemiam, 215 

Totems amongst early Britons, 6 
TournamentR,485 
Tower of London. 321, 3'19, 383, 427 
Town Councils. 15 
Towns, walled, 14,; Roma.n classifica..

tion of, 16; Anglo-Sa.xon, 204, 212; 
their improvement and extension 
after the Norman Conquest, 361: 
~l::ir prosperity of the 13th century, 

Trac~ry, ~ . 
Trackways ot primitive races, is 
Trade, fordgn, restrictions on, 36t, 365 
Trade. maritime, 3LO 
Trade and industriee. general survey of, 

xlvi-Iii.; of Celtic Britain. 81-90: o[ 
Roman Britain, 90·97; of Scandina
vian settlers, 143; of Anglo-Saxons, 

~-~';:'f ;~!;l~:ht~:n~:r~:,;~~~' 356-
TransubStantiation, Berenga.r·. attack 

upon, 332 
.. Traveller'S Song. The," 190 
TraVAiling in Norman times, 489 
Treaty of Falaise, 261 
Treaty of Wallingford, 257 
Tree., 88. 91 
Trial by battle, 275, 287, 293 

¥J:l ~~ {;:.';hs t:.~~~~e~:.s= 
Tribe, the, in early Britain, 3, 4:, 9 
Trinity, doctrine of the, 333 
Trinobantce, the, 7 53, 98 
Trivet Nicholas his .. Annalee sex 

Regnm;Anglire," 447 
Trivium, the, or IIrst course of training 

in the schools, 333 
Trousers. 481 j 
Tu,.,l22 
Turkish warship destroyed by Richard 

I., 316 
Tuttle Fields, 485 

Uni.;i~~!i'6'h:;:~~~o~.~f~~~i~t':n.:'f 
3:r7: studiee at, 435: the language of 
the, 443; reaping the harvest shared 
by students ot, 452 

University of Cambridge, dispersal of 
students, 430; influence of the friars, 
43i 

University of Oxford, rise of the, 339, 
340; appointment of Chancellor. 429 ; 
migration of students, 429; appoint
ment of proctors. 430: schisms amon~ 
the students: 430: influence of the 
friars. 434; roundation of the col
legiate system, 43i 

University ot Pans, 339, 340, '29 
Upchurch. pottery production at, 93 
Urioonium, 133 
Utensils tor the kitchen, 474, '75 

Valentia. 13 
Valentinian I., 13, 15 
Vanbrugh, xli. 

:;:!."t!ti~~orum (SIle Norwich) 
Venutiu8,100 
Verulamium (SIle St. Albans) 
Vespasia.n,53 
Vestments of the clergy, 481 
Village.organisation !If, in ea"ly Britain, 

6,44,46: old English, 122: ill Norman 
times, 358 

Villas, Romano-British. 78, 93 
Villans. or villeins. 6. 356. 357: normal 

holdings ot. 359.360: their conditions 
of tenure, 359,360 
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Vilis, 122 
Vineyards, 88 
Viroconium (see Wroxeter) 
Vortigern, 119 

Wace, poetry of, 345, 346, 354 
Wales, Brythomc language in, 2; witch

craft in, 33; dedication of Christian 
churches in, 37; re-migration of 
Celts into England from, 133; kings 
of, 146; its subjugation by England, 
346,260 

Walls, Homan, 55 
Walter, Archbishop, 263; his beneficial 

influence in the reign of Richard I., 
264; his resignation on the refuaal or 
the Great Council to satisfy royal 
demands, 2&1' his death, 266; as a 
statesman and as a prelate, 273, 367 

Walter de Bible.worth, en infant life, 
474; on cookery. 475; on carriages, 489 

'Walter de Cantilupe, 404 
Wamba.is, the 4lU 
Warfare, paireolithic, 431 'defensive 

measures in, 46, 47; lJeltic, 48-50 
108; Roman. 59-61 ; children trained 
for, 107 ; Danish, 180, 181; Norman, 
299-304 h' in 13th century, 411 

Warming ouses,94 
Washing the feet of gnests 227 
Water-supply in Roman Britain, 93; in 

castles of 12th century, 382 
Weapons, palreolithic, 42, 43; at Iberians. 

43, 44; at Celts, 51
1 

5t. 86, 98; of 
Romans,59, 63; at ad JOllglish, 178, 
179, 183, 227; of Normans, 299, 302, 
483; in 13th century, 411 

Weaving among Anglo·Saxons, 194; in 
13th century, 465, 467 

Wedding-ring, 216 
Week, days ot the, 149 
Weights and measures, 264, 388, 463 
Wells, 382 
.Wells Cathedral 419421 
Westminster Abbey, its 'building by 

Ed ward the Confessor, 199 ; architec
tural style at 321; its enlargement 
by Henry ilL! 417; decorations in, 
418; painted g ass in, 422; windows 
of, 422, 423 

~~!~~~~s.:'~r~:¥h~e~3386382 
Wheat, cultivation of, in 13th and 14th 
. centuries, 4.53 
·White Friars, 432 
•• Wldslth," 190 
.. Wife's Complaint, The," 190 
Wiltrith, 197 
William the Conqueror, his adoption at 

Saxon plans of civil organisation, 
xxiv.; condition of England on his 
arrival, 231; his victory at Hastings, 
231, 232 ; his conquests in the west and 
north at Englan!i. 233; the reaction 
against, 233, 234 ; hlS wasting at York· 
shire, 234; effeots at his rule, 234, 235 ; 
his attack on Scotland, 235; his policy 
and measures ot or~anisation, 235 ; 
his statutes 242; hIS fleet, 304-307 ; 
his ecclesiastical scheme, 319 ; grants 
a charter to London, 362, 372 ; the 

severity ot his laws, 372.: his survey 
of England, 373; nis companions 
from Normandy at the Conquest,373

1
' 

condition at society on his arriva 
in England. 374; makes the New 
Forest, 379 

William of Malmesbnry, literary works 
of, 352, 370, 372; on the social condi
tion or England, 374, 375; account ot 
the Church in Norman tImes, 383, 480 

William the Marshall, Earl of Pem
broke, 391 

William of Newburgh, historical work 
~Js 352, 371; his account of Godric, 

William of Ockham, xxxi.; pupil otDuns 
Scot us, 439; his opinions and chief 
works.HO 

William Rufus, his tyranny and greed, 
244' his hostility to Anselm, 245; 
builder at Westminster Hall

d 
382 ; his 

::Jravagance in taste an dress, 

William of Sens, 325 
William de Wrotham, 318 
Winchester, 205; King's Hall at, 427; 

Fair, 463 
Winchester Cathedral, rebuilding of, 

by the Norman clergy, 320; fall of 
the tower. 322 

Windows, 382 
W~~~121 of churches, decoration at, 

W~~'2 ~x:'~~~~': :¥8: imports of, 461, 
Wise men among the old English. 131 
Witchcraft, 33, 153 
Witenagellwt, 136, 162 
Wives, 103-106, 216 
Woden, 130,131, 150 
Women, Anglo-Saxon respect for, 216; 

dress of Anglo-Saxon, 222 
Woodchester, 79; Mosaics at, 81, 94 
Wool, English, 203; tax on, 454.; yield of 

in 14th century, 454 
Woollen manufacture, xlix. 
Workmen, landless, 128 (see also Crafts-

men) 
Wreckers, 309, 314 
Wrecks, law of, 310 
Writing, 219 
Wroxeter, 16, 79 
W uifstan, 192 
Wulfstan, Bishop, 252 
Wyatt, Sir Thomas, xl, 
Wyclif. his opinion of the friars, Xl<vii., 

xxxi, 

. Yellow plague, the, 174 
York, heltdq uarters of a Roman gover

nor, 13; a. corporation at, in Roman 
times, 15; chief town of England, 
16; headquarters of a Roman legion, 
17,23; 8. Roman municipal town, 62 ; 

t":~~nt~~t:s:~;oW~'tl:': ~:-C~~ 
Yor'l.~~~~b~~~~ tgrg~a.ries of, 473 
Yorkshiro, resents Roman rule, 23;, its 

devastation by William the lJon
queror,23! 
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Muslc, mustrated B1Btory of. By EMIL NAUMANN. Edited by the Rev. 

Sir F. A. GORK OUSBLBY. Bart. Illustrated. Two Vols. 3'15.6d.. 
Napier, The Life and Letters of the Rt. Hon. Sir Joseph, Ba.rt, LL.D., D.C.L., 

M.R.I.A. By ALEX. C. EWALD, F.S.A. N.." and RerJised Editi .... .,.. 6<1. 
National Library, Cassell's. In Volumes. Paper covers, 3d.; cloth, 6d. 

(A C.."pku List oftlte Vol,,_. po.tfru on aJPiit:ati .... ) 
Natural B1Btory. Cassell's Concise. By E. PERCEVAL WRIGHT, M.A •• M.D., 

F.L.S. With several Hundred Illustrations. 15. 6d. ; also kept half-bound. 
Natural B1Btory, CasseU's New. Edited by P. MARTIN DUNCAN. M. B.. F.R.S., 

F.G.S. Complete in Six Vols. With about 2,000 Illustrations. Cloth, Q5. each. 
Nature's Wonder Workers. By KATE R. LoVELL. Illustrated. 3S. 6d. 
Nelson, The Life of. By ROBERT SOUTHEY. Illustrated with Eight Plates. 3S. 6d. 
New England Boyhood, A. By EDWARD E. HALE. 3s.6d. 
Nurslng for the Home and for the Hospital, A Handbook of. By CATHSo 

RINB J. WOOD. CIte"p Editi .... ts. 6<1.; cloth, .s. 
Nurslng of Sick Children, A Handbook for the. By CATHERINE.T. WOOD. 25.6d. 
O'Driscoll'S Weird. and Other Stories. By A. WERNER. Cloth, 55. 
Odyssey. The Modern. By WYNDHAM F. TUFNELL. Illustrated. lOS. 6d. 
Ohio. The New. A Story of East and West. By EDWARD EVERETT HALE. 6s. 
Old Dorset. Chapters in theHistoryoftheCounty. By H.J.MoULE, M.A. IOS.6<I. 
Our Own Country. Six Vols. With 1,200 Illustrations. Cloth. 7s. 6d. each. 
Out of the Jaws of Death. By FRANK BARRETT. CAeap Edition. One Vol., 6s. 
PalntlI1g, The Engllsh School of. By ERNEST CHESNEAU. Clleap EditiON, 3s. 6d. 
Parts, Old and New. A Narrative of its History, its People, and its Places. By 

\ • H. SUTHBRLAND EDWARDS. Profusely Illustrated. VoL 1' • .9501 or gilt edges, los. eeL 
Peoples of the World, The. By Dr. ROBERT BROWN. Complete in Six Vols. 

With Illustrations. 7S. 6<1. each. 
Perfect Gentleman, The. By the Rev. A. SMYTHE-PALMER, D.D. 3s. 6d. ,. 
Photography for Amateurs. By T. C. HEPWORTH. ENlarged and Rtvisttl 

EditiON. Illustrated, .. ; or cloth. JS. 6d. 
Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of. By the Rev. Dr. BREWER. CAeap EditiON. 

E"' .. '1fIII. cloth, 35. 6d. ; or with leather back, "". 6d. 
Physiology for Students, Elementary. By ALFRED T. SCHOFIELD, M.D •• 

M. R.C.S. With Two Coloured Plates and numerous I\lustrations. 15. 6d. 
Pioturesque America. Complete in Four Vols.. with 48.Exquisite Steel Plates, 

and about 800 Original Wood Engravings. £. os. each. 
Picturesque CanadL Withabout6000riginallUustrations. Two Vols. £66s. the set. 
Pioturesque Europe. Complete in Five Vols. Each containing I;3 Exquisite Steel 

Plates. from Original Drawings, and nearly 000 Original lllustrallons. £21; half. 
morocco.l'31 los. ;moTOCCOgtlt. AS81os. Pop.ItwEd,"tioll. In Five Vols. dis. each. 

Picturesque Mediterranean, The. With a Series of MaltJlificent Illustrations 
from Ori~inal Designs by leading Artists of the day. TwoVols. Cloth, £ .... eacb. 

Pigeon Keeper. The PracticaL By LEWIS WRIGHT. Illustrated. 3s. 6d. 
Pigeons, The Book of. By ROBERT FULTON. Edited by LEWIS WRIGHT. With 

SO Coloured Plates and nllmerous Wood Engravings. 31S. 6d.; half.morocco. £2 !IS. 

Pity and of Death, The Book of. By PIERRE LOTI, Member of the French 
Academy, Translated by T. P. O'CONNOR. M.P. Antique papeT. cloth gilt. Ssw 

Planet, The Story of Our. By the Rev. Prof. BoNNEY. F.R.S.. &c. With 
Coloured Plates and Maps and about 100 Illustrations. 31S. 6d. 

Playthings and Parodies. Short Stories, Sketches, &c .• by BARRY PAIN. .ss. 
Poetry, The Nature and Elemente of. By E. C. STEDMAN. 6s. 
Poets, Cassell's Miniature Lihrary of the. Price IS. each VoL 
Polytechnio Series, The. Practical Illustrated Manuals specially prepared fDr 

Students of the Polytechnic Institute, and suitable for the Use of all Students. IA 
Lilt ",,;II II Uft' ... appli,_ti __ > 

Portrait Gallery, The Cabinet. S.ria I. It1 II' .. each containing 36 Cabinet 
Photographs of Eminent Men and Women nf the day. With Biographical Sketches. 
ISS. each. 

Poultry Keeper, The PracticaL -By LEWIS WRIGHT. Illustrated. 3S. 6d. 
l'oultry, The Book of. By LEWIS WRIGHT. Popular EditiON. Illustrated. los. 6d. 



Poultry, The Illustrated Book of. By LEWIS WRIGHT. With Fifty Kxquisite 
Coloured Pljltes. and Dumeroua Wood Engravings. 9ft/iutl Editi"". Cloth, 31S. 6d. 

I'r1soD Pr1Dcesa,A. A Romance of Millbank Penitentiary. By MAJOR ARTHUR 
GRIFFITHS. 6s. cr. Workl, Untrorm Edltion of. S& each. 

Dead MaD" Bock. I The AatonishlnR' lItstory of TrOt Town. t:: :rJ:n/~:.~:::: ir~::1iJ~~1 rS:c!::e:.and 
otbc" W btU'S Tales. 

Queen Summer; or, The Tourney of the IJly and the Rose. Penned and 
Portrayed by WALTER CRANK. With 40 pages in Colours. 6s. 

Queen Victoria, The Life aud 'l'lmes of. By RoBERT WILSON. Complete ill 
• Vols. With numerous Illustrations. 95. each. 

Qu1ckenlDg of Callb&D, The. A Modem Story of Evolution. By J. COMPTON 
RICKETT. 55. 

Babblt-Keeper, The PracticaL By CUNICULUS. Illustrated. 3s. 6d. 
Ballles Haw, The DolDp of. By A. CONAN DOYLE. N.-w Edition. go. 
BaUwayl, British. Their Passenger Services, Rolling Stock, Locomotives, 

Gradients, and Express Speeds. By J. PEARSON PATTINSON. With numerous 
Plates. 1'25. 6d. 

BaUwayl, National. An Argliment for State Purchase. By JAMES HOLE. "45. net. 
BaUways, OUr. Their Development, Enterprise, Incident, and Romance. By 

JOHN PRNDLBTON. Illustrated. :a Vols., demy 8vo. st4s" 
BaUway Guides, Olllclal Illustrated. With Illustrations on nearly every page, 

GN!~I:et~:'; a':.~)':!.:~vers. 15.; cloth. lIS. I London and NOl'th Western Railwav. 
Great 'Northero Railway. London and Soutb. Western B.al.lwa.v. 
Great WesterD Railw."y. Midland Railway. 
Loudon, Brle-blon. and South Coast B.atlway. South EaaterJl Railway. 

BaUway Llbrary, CaBleU'a. Crown 8vo, boards, 25. each. 
Me~=!~ Sboemaker. By Katharine P. Jac~u=dl~~:~h~t. By W. c-
Daviet Todd. By David Maclure. The Diamond Button: Wbo8e Was It' 
T.be Admtrable Lac:ly .Bidd3' :rane. B7 By W. C. Hudson (Barclay North). 

Co!:~~:r~rrj::nk. By G. ManvIDe Fenn. ~~:tJl~:~e C~&e BU:b.Ha~oSi~ 
8a.. Cuthbert'. Tower. B7 Floreoco War- Luska. 

Tb:id'an with a Thumb.. By w. C. Hud. ~~~~yN:rm;n~~;~~7y~~ 
lOn (Barclay Nortlli. L. Moodey. 

~i~!~h~~ri~Lo'}~eBtJl8t=~eB~homas AD th~::.rican PeDmaJl. By Juliaa Haw-
St. E. Hake. Section 559; 01'. The Fatal Lettet-. By 

'Under a Stranee MaRk. By Frank Barrett. Julian Hawthorne. 
TheCoombaberrowMystery. ByJ.ColwalL The Brown Stone Boy. By W. H. Bishop. 
A Queer Race. By W. Weslan. A Tragic Mystery. Bt~Ulian Hawthome. 
~t~~gai~::lt~{V. B~;~I~I!:'tLLIlUrie. Th~a'!::~...sank. Bo ery. By Julian 

JUOV:: :~a~:~!r~ei~;me!'=rif:!~!: to~~°tJ,~!ia~:':t?:"~;6s. 
Rtven of the East Coast. With highly·finished Engravings. P,.ut4l' EdidMI. I6s. 

Robinson Crusoe. CIISstlf, N.-w Fint-Ar' Edition. With upwan1S of 100 
Original Illustrations. 75. 6d. 

Romauce, The World of. Illustrated. One Vol., cloth, 95. 
Ronner, HeDrlette, The PRlDter of Cat Life and Cat Character. By M. H. 

S'IRLMANN. Containing a Series of beautiful Phototype Illustrations. PfJ/Iultw 
Edit;"", .to, J2S,. 

Romp of & Restless Boy, The. By KATHARINE B. FOOT. l11ustrated. ss
BuseD-Turk1Bh War, Cassell's B1story of. With about 500 Illustrations. Two 

Vols.. 1)5. each; library binding. One Vol., ISS. 
SallBbury Parl1a.ment, A Diary of the. By H. W. Lucy. l11ustrated by 

HANRY FURNISS. Cloth, !ltL 
Saturday Journal, Cassell'a. l11ustrated throughout. Yearly Vol., 75. 6d. 
ScarablBus. The Story" of an African Beetle. By THE MARQUISE CLARA 

LANZA and JAMBS CLARItNCB HARVEY. Clteal EditiIJ1I, 35. fd. 
IIclence for AlL Edited by Dr. ROBERT BROWN, M.A., F.L.S., &c. RtfliJed 

EtiitiOff. With I,SOO IUustrations. Five Vois. 91. each. 
Shadow of a. Song, The. A Novel By CECIL HARLEY. 55. " 
BllafteBbury, The Seventh Earl of, ][,0., The Life and Work of. By EDWIN 

HODDBR. Illustrated. elfIn; Edititm, 35. 6d. ' 
llhakespeare, CasseU's Quarto Edition. Edited by CHARLES and MARY COWDE;tr 

CLARKB, and containing about 600 Illu5t~lioD5 .by H. C. SELOUS. Co~plCle ID 
Three Vols. cloth gil' £3 3S.-Also pubhshed 10" Three separate Vol •• , 10 cloth, 
viz. :-The COMBDIBS. ;180; The HISTORICAL PLAYS. ISs. 6d. i The TRAGBDIBS, -ss. 



Seltetions from Cassen cf: Companys PubiUations. 

lSiblts anb Lligiaul'l trilllrkl'l.· 
Bible Biographies. Illustrated. 2S. 6d. each. 

~g: ~~g ~~ ~:a'T:B1: .foe:::! ~ T~~k·ey~). ~~;;;i:,.EORGB BAINTON 
'l'be Story of .'fudges. By the Rev.~. ~CLIFPB GEDGE. 

~:: == :1 ~~el ~~h:a~~. f. ~~L~:W· D. c. TOVRY. 

The Story of Jesus. In Verse. By J. R.. MACDUFF, D.D. 

Bible, CasseU's IDustrated Family. With!JOO Illustrations. Leather, gilt 
edges, £,2 xos. ; full morocco, £3 los. 

Bible, The, and the Holy Land, New Light on. By B. T. A. EvETI's, M.A. 
Illustrated. Cloth, t ... 

Bible Educator, The. Edited by E. H. PLUMPTRE, D.D. With Illustrations, 
Maps. &c. Four Vols., cloth, 6s. each. 

Bible Student in the British Museum, The. By the Rev. J. G. KITCHIN, 
M.A. E"tin/1/ Nnv Gftd Re"isea Editu., .1S. .d. 

Biblewomen and Nurses. Yearly Vol .. 3S. 
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (Cassell's IDustrated). 4to. Chap Editioll, 3S. 6d. 
Child's Bible, The. With 200 Illustrations. Demy 4to, 830 pp. 150tk Thousand, 

CIua; EditiM, 7S. 6d. S .. ;.,.;, .. Etiiti.", with 6 Coloured Plates, gilt edges, lOS. 6d. 
Child's LIfe of Chrlst, The. Complete in One Handsome Volume, with about 

000 Orig:inal Illustrations. CMa; Edit • .", cloth, 75. 6d.; or with 6 Coloured Plates, 
cloth, gIlt edges, los. 6d. Demy 4tO, gilt edges, 215 • 

.. Come, ye Children." By the Rev. BENJAMIN WAUGH, Illustrated. 5s. 
Commentary, The New Testament, for EngUsh Readers. Edited by the 

Rt. Rev. C. J. ELLtcoTT, D.D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and BristoL In Three 
Vol&. 215. each. 

VoL I.-The Four ~elB. 

~~t ll::=~:: ::::&t~rD~':;O~~t~~e~~~:t:Dent. 
Commentary, The Old Testament, for English Readers. Edited by the RL 

Rev. C. J. ELLICOTT, D.D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and BristoL Complete in 
5 Vols. IllS. each. 

~:I: If:::=::~J:r:;~bS~Uel II. I ~~ Il.J:~~o 1f8~":'Bther. 
VoL v.-;reremiall to Malachi. 

Commentary, The New Testament. Edited by Bishop ELLICOTT. Handy 
Volume Edition. Suitable for School and General Use. 

at. Matthew. Po 6d. I Romans. .. 6cL I Titus. PhDeJr..".JD, Hebrews., Bt. Mark.. !So Corin~ L and II. ,.. audJamea. 1: :t 1~' ::::: Gal~=pU:~~. &1ld ~~~1t::ii~~ ~bD. ,.. 
The Aota Of the Apoatlea. Colossians, Tbessaloma.ns. AD. Introduotion to the New 

,.. 6d. and. Timothy. as. Testament. 25.6d. 

Commentary, The Old Teetament. Edited by Bishop ELLICOTT. Handy Volume 
Edition. Suitable for School and General Use. =':1=: :: 6cL I ~~::::: &L Deuteronomy. .. 6d. 

Dictionary of Rel1gl.on, The. An Encyclop""dia of Christian and other 
Religious Doctrines, Denominations, Sects, Heresies. Ecclesiastical Terms, History. 
Biography, lite. lite. By the Rev. W,LL,AM BENHAM, B.D. CM,,; Editi .... los. 6d. 

DOH Bible. With 230 Illustrations by GUSTAVE Dod. Original Edilion. 
Two VOls.

j 
best morocco, gilt edges, £15. P0r.Ia .. Edih'otl. With Full'page 1ll1lS" 

trations. n One Vol. ISS. Also in leather bIDding. (Pric, "" alliicatioti.) 
Early Days of ChrIstianity, The. By the Ven. Archdeacon FARRAR, D.D., F. R.s, 

LIBRARY EDITION. Two Vois., 245. i morocco. A2 2S. 
POPULAR EDITION. Complete in One Vol., clotb. 6s.; cloth, gilt edges. 

7S. ad. i Pen-ian morocco. los. 6d. i tree-calf, ISS. 
Family Prayer-Book, The. Edited by the Rev. Canon GARBETT, M.A., and 

the Rev. S. MARTIN. Extra croWD 4to. cloth. ss. ; morocco, ISs. 
meanings after Harvest. Studies and Sketches. By the Rev. JOHN R. VERNON, 

M.A. lIlustrated. 6s. 
II Graven in the RoelL;" or, the Historical Accuracy of the Bible confirmed by 

I reference to the Ass~rjan and Egyptian Sculptures in the British Museum and else
where. By tho Rev. Dr. SAMUEL KINNS, F.R.A.S., &te. &te. IUustrated. • ... 6d. 



"Heart Chords.- A Series of Works by Eminent Divines. Bound in cloth red 
edges, 1'5. each. ' 

K7 ~:1:'::;., :l~:n:'!tt Key, Amt&. OzendeD. ~ ~~Vl' l!e ~~8 B:Jt:.-·B~·~e R.e.. 
JI7 ~ible. ~ the R.L keY. W. Boyd Carpenter, PrebendllU'Y Reynolds, M.A. 
K7B~:rkO~O~pG:;4. By the Rlebt Rev. Bishop lIII:Ts::~~atter. By tbti Very Rey. Dean Bicker 

Cotterill. Ky Walk with God. By the Very R.n. Deaa 
117 F~~D~g. LIfe. By the Vea. Archdeacon :My MAi~7i.e DiviDe Life. By the Vel')' 
My AeplratioDL By the Rev. G. Matheson. D.D. Rev. Dean Boyle. 

:~I~~O~~t~:~,..V,:r~~~?B~ki=:8:g; KyJ~=:~~?1.8trength. By tho Itev. E. E. 

Help. to BeUet. A Series of Helpful Manuals on the Religious Difficulties of the 
Day, Edited by the Rev. TBIGNMOUTH SHORa, M.A.. Canon of Worcester, and 
ChAplain-in-Ordiuary to the Queen. Cloth, 1'10 each. 

CREArJOH. By the 18teLord BiahopofCArUel8.I THBMORALITV OF THE OLD TBSTAMBNr. By 
MI&Afa1n~ K.~ abo .Rev. BroWnlow Kait- the B.ev. Newman Smyth. D.D. 

PRAY~~ By the llev. T. Telgmq.outh Shore, THB S:;::x,rr:r ~~." LoRD. By the LOI'd 

THB ATOJrfBMENT. By WUliam C011Dor Magee. DoD., Late Al'ohbtahop of York. 
Bid Treasure. By RICHARD HARRIS HILL. IS. 
Holy Land and the Bible, The. . A Book of Scripture Illustrations gathered 

in Palestine. By the Rev. CUNNINGHAM GBIKIB, D.O., LL.D. (Edin.). With Map. 
Two Vols. 24S- IlIruJratld Editi"". One Vol. 215 • 

. We ~f ~t, The. By the Ven. Archdeacon.FARRAR, D.D., F.R.S., Chaplain. 
an-Ordmary to the Queen. 

POPULAR EDITION, Enlarged and Revised, in One Vol. 8vo. cloth. gilt edges
t 

75. 6d. 
CHBAP ILLUSTRATBD EDITION. Large 4tO, cloth, 11. 6d. Cloth. full gilt, gilt 

edges, 109. 6d. 
LIBRARY EDITION. Two Vots. Cloth, 24"; morocco, 425. 

61a.rr1age R1Ilg, The. By WILLIAM LANDELS, D.D. Bound in whlte 
leathereue. N ... tmd ClrealW Edition. 3". 6d. 

1I0rning and Evening Prayer. for Workhouse. and other Iustltutlons. 
Selected by LOUISA TWINING. 25. 

1I0BeS and Geology: or, the Harmony of the Bible with Science. By 
the Rev. SAMUEL KINNS, Ph.D., F.R.A.S. Illustrated. Demy 8vo, 8s. 6d. 

My Comfort in Sorrow. By HUGH MACMILLAN, D.D., LL.D., &c., Author of 
II Bible Teachings in Nature," &c. Clo~ JSo 

New Light on the Bible and the Holy Land. By BASIL T. A. EVETTS, M.A. 
. Illustrated. Cloth, sns. 

Old and New TestamentB, Pla.I.D Introductions to the Books of the. Con· 
taining Contributions by many Eminent Divines. In Two Vols., 35. 6d. each. 

1'la.lD Introductlon. to the Books of the Old Testament. 336 pages. Edited by 
the Right .Rev. C. J. ELLICOTT, D. D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. 310 6d. 

1'la.lD Introductlons to the BookB of the New Testament, 304 pages. Edited by 
the Right Rev. C. J. ELLICOTT, D.O., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. 3S.6d. 

Protestantlsm, The History of. By the Rev. ]. A. WYLIE, LL.D. Containing 
upwards of 600 Original Illustrations. Three Vots., 21s.; Li1w4f17 Etliti"", 3°S. 

"Quiver" Yearly Volume, The. With about 600 Original Illustrations and 
Coloured Frontispiece. , •• 6<1. Also Monthly, 6<1. 

It. George for England: and other Sennons preached to Children. Fift" 
Edilit1JL By the Rev. T. TBIGNIIOVTH SHORB, M.A., Canon of Worcester. SSe 

St. Paul, The We and Work of. By the Ven. Archdeacon FARRAR, D.D., 

F.t..!~~:at=:;;~;~r~na:'v~~~cl~th~:~.; calf, 42S. 
ILLUSTRATBD EDITION, complete in One Vol., with about 300 IUustratioDl, 

Pop5~~· ~r;!=' '£0:- VoL, 8vo, cloth, 6s. i cloth, gilt edges, 11. 6d.; 
Persian morocco, :rOSe 6d.; tree·calf, 1'5S. 

Shall We Know One Another in Heaven 7 By the Rt. Rev.]. C. RYLE, D.D., 
Bishop of Liverpool. New tmd E"largetl Editioll. Paper Covers •. 6d., • 

Bbortened Church ServiCeB a.nd Hymns, suitable for use at Chlldren s Services. 
Compiled by the Rev. T. TBIGKMOUTH SHORB, M.A., Canon of Worcester. 
E"la"'l!ed Editi01lo IS. • 

Signa. Christl: Evidences of Christianity set forth In the Person and Work of 
Christ. By the Rev. JAMES AITCHISON. Ss. 

"Sunday:- Its Origin, History, and Present Obligatlon. By the Ven.Arch-
deacoD HESSBV. -:b.C.L. Fi/tA Edin"", 7 •• 6d. . 

'l'wWght of Lite, The: Worda of COUDsel and Comfort for the. Aged. By 
JOHN ELLBRTOM, M.A. ISo 6cL 



Selections frDm Cassell d: CDmpany's Publications. 

(!5bu.cational '01!torks Rnb ~tubtnts' "anuals~ 
Agricultural Ten·Books, Cassell's. (The" Downton " Series.) Fully Illustrated. 

Edited -by 10RN WRIGHTSON, Professor of Agriculture. SoUs and Manures. By 
. J. M. H. Munro, D.Se. (London), F.I.C., F.C.S. 25.6d. Farm Crops. By Pro

fessor YVz;ightson, 25. 6d. Live Stock. By Professor Wrightson. 25.6d. 
Alphabet, Cassell's Pictor1a.L Mounted on Linen, with rollers. 3S. 6d. 
Artthmetic :-Howard's Anglo·American Art -of Reckoning. By C. F. 

HOWARD. Paper, IS. ; cloth,:lSa Enlarged. Etliti4n, Ss. 
. ArtthmeticB, The Modem SchooL By GEORGE RICKS, RSc. Lond. With Test 
• Cards. (Lid .11 .Nli,.t;.,,-) 

Atlaa, Cassell's Popular. Containing 24 Coloured Maps. 2S. 6d. 
Book·Keeplng. By THEODORE JONES. FOR SCHOOLS, 2S.; or cloth, 3s. FOil 

THB MILLION, 2S. i or cloth, 35. Books for Jones's System, Ruled Sets or, 2S. 

'British Empire Map of the World. New Map for Schools and Institutes. By 
G. R. PARKIN and J. G. BARTHOLOMEW, F.R.G.S. Mounted on cloth, varnished, 
and with Rollers. 255. 

Chemistry, The Public SchooL By J. H. ANDERSON, M.A. 25.6d. 

Cookery for Schools. By LIZZIE HERITAGE. 6d. 
Dulce Domma. Rhymes and Sonll"s for Children. Edited by JOHN FARMER, 

Editor of uGaudea.mus,"'&c. Old Notation and Words, 51. N.B.-The Words of 
the Songs in .. Dulce Domum" (with the Airs both in Tonic Sol·Fa and Old Notation) 
caD ~e had in Two Parts, 6d. each. 

Energy and Motion: A Text-Book of Elementary Mechanics. By WILLIAM 
PAICE. M.A. IUustrated. n.6d. 

BDglish Literature, A First Sketch of, from the Earliest Period to the Present 
Time. By Prot HaNRY MORLEY. 7S. 6d. 

Buclid, Cassell's. Edited by Prof. WALLACE, M.A. IS. 
Euclid, The First Four Books of. New Edition. In paper, 6d. ; cloth, 9<l • 
Prench, Cassell's Lessons in. Ne'III and Revised Edition. Parts I. and 11., each, 

a. 6d. ; complete, 4$. 6d. Key, IS. 6d. 
Prench-BDglish and English-French Dictionary. Entirely New and Enlarged 

EtlitUnt. '1,150 pages. 8vo. cloth, 35. 6d. 
French Reader, Cassell's Public School. By GUILLAUME S. CONRAD. 2S. 6d. 
Galbraith and Haughton's Scienti1lc Manua.ls. 

ii~em~~~u;.t~ :::: :!~~::.o~ 16d~I'J!!~ ;t-hil::~";'6d':' ~ti:: 
:re:-fSo~dr~~~::dft~~~~!~~dr~~ebr .. Part 1 .. c1otb.2S.6d. Com-

Qaudeamua. Songs for Colleges and Schools. Edited by JOHN FARMER. .ss. 
Words only paper, 6d. ; cloth, 9d. 

Geometry, First Elements of ExperimentaL By PAUL BERT. Illustrated. IS.6d. 
Geometry, Practical Solid. By Major Ross, R.E. 25. 

German Dictionary, Cassell's New. German-English, English.German. Clleal 
Editi"". cloth, 3S. 6d. ; half·roan, 45. 6d. . 

German Reading, First Lessons in. By A. TlI.GST. Illustrated. IS, 
Band-&1ld,Eye Tra.in1ng. By G. RICKS, ItSc. Two Vols., with 16 ColQured 

.Plates in each VoL Crown 4to, 6s. each. 
·'Hand-&1ld.Eye Tra.in1ng" Cards for Class Work. Five sets in case. IS. each. 
Historical Cartoons, Cassell's Coloured. Size 45 in. x 35 in. 25. each. Mounted 

on canvas and varnished, with roUe",. 55. each. (Descriptive pamphlet, 16 pp., Id.) 
Bistorical Course for Schools, Cassell's. Illustrated throughout. I.-Stories 

from English History, 15. II.-The Simple Outline of English History • .ISa 3d. 
IlL-The Class History of England, os. 6d. • 

Italian Grammar, The Elements of, with Exercises. In One Vol. 3S. 6d. 
Latin Diotionary, Cassell's New. (Latin.English and English-Latin.) Revised 

bI J. R. V. MARCHANT, M.A., and J. F. CHARLES, B.A. 35. 6d. 
Latin Primer, The New. By Prof. T. P. POSTGATE. !IS, 6d. 
Latin Primer, The First. By Prof. i'>OSTGATE. IS. 
Latin Prose for Lower Forms. By M. A. BAYFIELD, M.A. 2S. 6d. 
LaundrY Work (How to Teach It). By Mrs. F. LoRD. 6d. 
Laws of Every.Day Life. For the Use of Schools. By H. O. ARNOLD-FORSTER, 

M,P. • .. 6d. Sjlcial Edit;.,. on green paper for those with weak eyesight, ... 



IouIOIllI 1D Our Laws; or, Talks at BrO&d~ Fum. By H. F. LESTER; B.A. 
Part I. : TKB MAKBRS AND CARR1I!BS·OUT OF THB LAw. Part II.: LAw CoURTS 
AND LocAL RULa, etc. II. 6d. each. 

Little Folka' JI1stol7 of EDgl&nd. By ISA CRAIG· KNOX. llIustrated. as. 6d. 
Ma.k1Dg of the Bome, The. By Mrs. SAMUEL A. BARNETI'. ,1,.. 6d. 
ltaa-lborough Books :-Arithmot10 Ih:ampl...... J'reDOh _ .... ,;, ~ 'J'renola 

G2'ammar. .. &So GeI'DlAD Grammar. ss. 6d. • ••• 

Ilachanl.cs for YOUDg Beg1Jmars, A Firat Book of. By the Rev. J."G. EASTON 
M.,.. .... 6d. ' 

ltechall1C8 and MachiDe Design, Numerical Examples 1D Practical. By 
~o.t !L:d~'" M.E. N.., Ed;.;m, RnJind tmd ElII4rpd. With 79 lI1usuatio .... 

Bat1l1'&1 Bletol7 Colourad Wall Sheete, Cassell'8 N~w; Consi..ting of 18 
subjects. Size, 39 by 31 in. M.ounted on rollen and varnisbed. 3L each. 

Olllact LessOIlll from Nature. By Prof. 1.. C. MIALL, F.L.S., F.G.S. Fully 
Illustrated. N.." tmd E"l4rpd Edrt,.... Two VO'" IS. 6d. each. 

l'hyatology for SchoolB. By ALFRED T. SCHOFIELD. M.D •• M.R.C.S •• &c. 
Illuszrated. I" gel. Thzee Parts, paper covers, sd. ea<:h; 01 cloth limP. 6<1. each. 

Poetl"J'Re&dars, Cassell's New. ll1ustrated. 12 Books. Id. each. Ooth. IS. 6d. 
Popular Educator. Cusen's New. With Revised Text, New Maps. New Coloured 

Plates, New Type, &:c. "COiiiplete in Eig)lt Vols., ,ss. ea<:h; 01 Eight Vols. in 
Four. balr.morocco, SOl. ' 

Re&der. The Citizen. By H. O. ARNOLD-FoRSTER. M.P. Cloth, IS. '6d. ; also a 
r Scottish EditioD, Cloth, II. 6cL 

Re&der, The Temperance. By Rev. 1. DENNIS HIRD. IS. 6d. 
Readers, Cusell's .. B1gher Cl&ss.' (Lilt 07J application.) 
Re&dera, Cusell's Rsadable. Illustrated. (Li3t on application.) 
Readera for In!a.nt SchoolB, Coloured. Three Books. 4d. each. 
Be&ders, The Modern GeographicaL Illustrated throughout. (Listonapplicalio,..) 
Re&dera. The Modern SchooL Illustrated. (LisJ 07J application.) 
Rea4lng and Spelling Book, Cassen's muskated. IS. 
Round the Empire. By G. R. PARKIN. With a Preface by the Rt. Hon. the 

Earl of Rosehery, R.G. Fully Illustrated. IS. 6d. 
School CertlJlcates, Cusan·s. Three Colours. 61 X 'II in .. Id.; Five ColoU1'9, 

uf x 9i in" 3d. : Seven Colours and Gold. 9t x 6 % in., 3d. 
Sclence Appllell to Work. By 1. A. BoWER. Illustrated. IS. 
8c1enca of Every·Day We. By 1. A. BOWER. Illustrated. IS. 
Sculpture, A PrImer of. By E. ROSCOE MULLINS. Illustrated. 2s. 6d. 
Sh&de from Modela, Common Objects, and Cuts of Ornament, Bow to. By 

W. E. SPARKKS. With.S Plates by the Authoz. 3S. ' 
Bh&kBpsra·. Pla.ys for Schooll1se. Illustrated. 9 Books. 6d. each. 
Spell1Dg. A Complets lI'Ia.nual of. By 1. D. MORELL, LL.D. IS. 
Tachn1cal Educator, C&88en's New. An entirely New CyclopzdiaofTechnical 

Education. with Coloured Plates and Engrayiogs. In Vols., S5. each. 
Tachn1cal Manuals. Cusell'& Illustrated throughout. 16 Vols •• from 2S. to 45. lid. 

(Listfret _ a,,;lie ........ ) 
:l'echnology, Manu&ls of. Edited by Prof. AnTON, F.R.S.. and RICHARD 

WORMBU., D.Se., M.A. Illustrated thzoughous. 
The Dyetq of TezliIle J'abrioa. By Prot Deaigu 1D Texttle Fabl'ioa. By T. L AsheDo 

HummeL ss. hurst. -45. 6d. 

W~~.?~~~~o.tlll~tit='~oc:m~:!i SPiF~Lr'!":~':a~ ~~.WOl'llted.. By W. 
lDstitute. o4L 6d. pra;.ti~ lIIeohaDioa. By Prot Perry, M.B. 

steel and Iron. By Prof. W. H. GrcCDwood. Cutting Tools Worked by Hand and X.., 
F.c.s •• .Irl.l.C.E •• &e. S50 chine. By Prof. Smith. 350 6d. 

Th1Dg8 New and Old; or, Stories from English Bletol7. By H. O. ARNOLUo 
FORSTBR. M.P. Fully Illustrated. Strou~Jy bound in Cloth. Standards J. and it. 
fjd. each; Standard Ill., IS.; Standard IV •• IS. 3d.; Standards V., VI., and VII .. 
:IS. 6d. each. 

World of Oura, ThIs. By H. O. ARNOLD-FORSTER, M.P. Fully Illustrated. 3&. 6d. 



SeleetiolZS from Cassell J: Company's Publications. 

~ooks for ~oung 'eoplt. 
"Little Folks" Half-Yearly Volume. Containing 432 pages of Letterpress. with 

Pictures on nearly every page, together with Two Full-page Plates printed in Colours 
and Four Tinted Plates. Coloured boards, as. 6d.; OT cloth gilt. ~ilt edges. 55. 

Bo-Peep. A Book for the Little Ones. With Original Stories and Verses. 
Illustrated -with beautiful Pictures on nearly every page, and Coloured Jlrontispicce. 
Yearly Vol. Ele2'ant picture boards, 2S. 6d.; cloth. 35. 6d. 

Beyond the Blue Mountains. By L. T. MEADE. Illustrated. ss
The Peep of Day. Cassell's lIlustrated Edition. 2S. 6d. 
Maggie Steele's Diary. By E. A.. DILLWYN. 2S. 6d. 
A Sunday Story-Book. By MAGGIE BROWNE, SAl\( BROWNE, and AUNT 

ETHEL. Illustrated. 35- 6d. , 
A Bundle of Tales. Sy MAGGIE BROWNE. SAl\( BROWNE, & AUNT ETHEL. JS.6d. 
Story Poems for Young and Old. By E. DAVENPORT. 35. 6d. 
Pleasant Work for Busy Fingers. By MAGGIE BROWNE. Illustrated. 55. 
:Som a King. By FRANCES and MARY ARNOLD-FoRSTER. Illustrated. IS. 
Magic at Home. By Prof. HOFFMAN. Fully Illustrated. A Series of easy 

and startling Conjuring Tricks (or Beltinners. Cloth gilt, 55. 
Schoolroom and Home Theatricals. By ARTHUR WAUGH. With Illustra

tion. by H. A. J. MILES. Cloth, os. 6d. 
Little Mother Bunch. By Mrs. MOLESWORTH. Illustrated. '-10th, 35. 6d. 
Heroes of Every·Day Life. By LAURA LANE. With about 20 Full'page • 

Ilhlstrations. ~56 pages. crown 8vo, cloth, 25. 6d. 
Ships, Sailors, and the Sea. By R. J. CORNEWALL-JONES. Illustrated 

throughout, and containing a Coloured Plate of Naval Flags. Cltetr.! Edition, 25. 6d. 
Gift Books for Young People. By Popular Authors. With FOUl Original 

Illustrations in each. Cloth gilt, IS. 6d. each. .. 
The BoY' Hunters of Xentuok::y. By Jack Marston's Anchor. 

Edward S. Ellis. Frank's Life-Battle. 
Bed .Feat.her: a Tale of the American Major Monk's Motto; or, "Look Before 

Frirt!~~:;; It ¥r'8B:~n:' t!.~ that has Tirl~'i~~~~~:8 Trial; or, II All is not Gold 
.110;T:~~~8e who Live in Glasa l1rs~~8~~~~~.BI0Ck. 

~U8e8 shouldn't throw Stonea.n Ruth's Life-Work; or,"'NoPaiDa.DoGaiD&" 
The Two Hardoaatlea. lLags and Ra.i.nbOW8. 
Seeking a City. Uncle William's Charge.. 
llhoda's B.eward. Prett7 PiDk.'s Purpose. 

"Golden Mottoes" Series, The. Each Book containing 208 pages, with FOUl 
full.page Original Illustrations. Crown Bvo, clom gilt, os. each. 

., NU Desperaudum.. It By the R.ev. F. Lang- I ., Honour i8 my Guide." . By Jeanie Hcrin& 
bridge, M.A. ~Mrs. Adams-Acton). 

-:Sear and Forbear.- By Sarah Pitt. :::Fec!~~~::ae~~d.~n~~':,~B~~~!~or 
"~oremo8t if'I can.- By Helen Atteridge. of .. May Cwmingbam's Trial; &c. 

• Cross and Crown Q Series, The. With FOUl Illustrations in each Book. Crown 
8vo. 256 pages, as. 6d. each.. 

H~~o~::cRr%-:~~~i::;t ~r:~:.sof \ :B7:=. ~~~~~~~:ry of the ~ugue
.Through Trial., 10 Tri~ph; or~ "The .A.~';;~~B; I::~ t l~:' of Xirk and 

Royal Way. By Mad..:line BonaVlll Hunt, No. XIII,; or the Story of the LOBt VestaL. 
In ~~~:aa,:,f ~;~ex!. ~a= of \he ~Jsi!:u.of &;ly Christian Days. By Emma 

BtroE.~i~::trer; A 8tor.v of the Jew&. B)' ~=es.:.c;,.~iu~~t~r; t:n~h:. f:~ of 

Books for Young People. Clleal Edition. With Original lllustrations. Cloth 
gilt, 3" 6d. each. 

lJ'nder Da.:yard"8 Da.nner. By Henry Frith. I 
'l'bebl~E=:l &~B~ j~F~::dg~:= BO~d~: lor:::~; B~rU.~~~~~;:!:.m 

Albums for Chlldren. Price 35. 6d. each. 

~~: Ltg~hf~~ ~::~ s~~~~t~d Play. I ~:r Own Album of Animals. Illustrated. 
Set in bold type. and illustrated. thro\l&'bout. Pioture Album. of AU Sort&. Illustrated. 

.. Wanted-a XIng" Series. Clleal Editi.,.. Illustrated. .... 6d. each. 
Robin"s Ride. By Ellinor D,venport Adams. Wanted-a King; or. Bow Merle Bet the 
Great-Grandmamma, By Georgina M. Synge. Nursery ..Rllymea to llighta. By MaaKie 
.~~alea In Other Landa. By Julia God· Bro_ 



Seiectw.u frtnll Cas,ell d: COlnpany I PuolieatiolU. 

Crown 8vo Library. Cluap EII;#4,... 
JLambl_ BOUDd Loudon. By C. L 

)fat_uK. Illustrated. 
Around and About 014 BDclaAd. 8,. C. 

L MateauL lllilSt:rated. • 
..... s and Claws. By ODe of the Auth"n of 

.. Poems Writtco (or a Cblld.· JUustratll!!d. 
J)eo1B1V8 Event. :lD. Riatory. By Tbomas 

Archer. With Ori&inallUustrations. 
The True Bobtneon Cruaoea. Cloth g!lt. 
Peep. Abroad. tor Folka at Komo. llluo 

crated. &brougbout. 

Three and 81xpeDD7 Books tor Young People. With Original IlIustratiOD& 
Cloth gilt, ]110 6d. eaclJ. 

t~=~d.L.!'e-:::~rGlrIll. Tadir-~tilIgEveDUwith Ebq. .. 
By MaggieSymineton. • t Polly. By L T. Meade. 

.&. 8weet Girl Ckacluate. By L. T. Meade t !'~:lo~~~'::e~:' By L. T. Meade. 
• The White Kouae at Xuah Gow. By Sarah For Fortune and GIOl"l". 

Pin. t The Cost of • Mista.Ke. By Sarah Pitt. 
Lo," in Samoa. A Tale of Adventure lD tho Loat among White .Afrioa,j:w. 

N.viptcu'sIands. By B. S. EIIi&. t AI. World Of Girlll. By L. T. Meade. 

Books mark"ed thus t can also be had in extra cloth gilt. gilt edges, 55. each. 
Bookll by Edward B. Ellis. Illustrated. Cloth, 2S. 6d. each. 

Tbe Huutenl of the omal"k.1 The Lut War Trail. I 
TAl~mp 1D the Moun- Ned ou the River. A Tale 
•• eliD. theWoocb. A~TaIe of Indiu RJver Warfare. 

of Early Days in the West. Footprints in the Foreat. 
DoWD. tbei :6t1aaiuippi. Up the Taptljjoa. 

SixpeDDY Story Books. 
iftt:~U&J!~. Oave. 

By well-known Writers. All Illustrated. 

The Boat Club. 
Luke Barnioott. 

¥~=: 00l1ep. The Little Peaoeuaakel:. I 
Little Bird. My Firat CnIl8e. 

Boya. The Delft Jug. 

Cassell's Picture Story 
Little Talk&. 

Bookll. Each containing 60 pages. 6d. each. 

I E:r.r:t~!;~!~k. I t~~:.: :~geaBOok. 
A Nest of Storiea. Little Ohimes. 
Good Night Storiea. A. Sheaf of Tales. 
Chate for Small Cbatterezra,. Dewdrop Sti:Oriea. 

l:Iright stare. 
Nursery Jo;v. 
Pet'. POBY. 
Tilly Tale. 

Wuatrated Books tor the I.lttle Ones. Containing 
Illustrated. JI. each j or cloth gill, JS. 6d. 

Talea Told for Sunday. ~ine J'eathera an4 J'1u1l)' 
Sunday Storie. for Small Fur. 

People. Scrambles and Scrap •• 
Storiea and JtiotuJtell for Tittle Tattle Tales· 

Sunday. Dumb Friends. 
:Blble PictUres fol' Bop Indool'll and Out. 

and Girls. 80me Farm Friends. 

=l!r~tt :D~1~ IPt~r: :~~~:~ B:::a-thetr 
:aub'HUb Tale&. Children. 

interesting Stories. All 

SIlIlllng Story Books. All Illustrated, and containing Interesting Stories. 
Seventeen Cata. The CUckoo in the BObin'SI Aunt Lucia'. Locket.. 

¥~th::'!,r~~~. ~~:n~~..te s..Jfesr. ;g: ~~gf~:a.e. 
~1:h~:~~17 at; ShonoWr ~~J.y~~r:v of nve Little ~:!~ Ftt~Red8kinB. 
Claimed at:Last. and Bo~. Pitchers. I The Ferryman at Brill. 

B.eward. The Giant's Cradle. Barry .&%WelL 
'l'hOrDB 10114 Tane1e& 8~ and Doll. A Baniahed. lII[onarah. 

BlghteenpannJ' Story Books. All Illustrated throughout. 
Wee Willie Wink1e. \ B.aggles, Baggies, and. the I Tom Morris'. Error. 
U~:y~tif~OWWl of. Don- ~~~~ ThoI'DIL ~~~~~:reF1~d-~U.h 
Three Wee Ulater Laaaiea. Faith'. Father. Fire:' 
Up _ Ladder . By Land and Sea. . The Girl with the Golden 
Diok'sllero; &otlutl' Storiea. The Y0Dl!~!erriDgtoJI8. 'StoLO~ka._, ."'_ 0'--- ~ __ 
!I.'Iu! ChIp Boy. • Je1f and _ nee - - _.-



Selections ft'om Cassell &: Company's Pu6li&ations. 

II Little Folks" Pallltlllg BookB. With Text, and Outline ,lllustrations for 
Water.Colour Painting. %S. each. 

:J'ru1te and 1l1088oma for" Little :l'olka Rl I The "Little Folka D Proverb PaiDtinC 
~ Paint. The "Little Folks'. m~~~~.t2S0 

Library of WonderB. lllustrated Gift·books for Boys. Cloth, IS. 6<1 

;:~::~ ~:~~~. . I ~=:~~!:t='Co~="crt.. 
Wond81'll of Bodily strength and. Sk..ill. 

The .. World III PictureB" Series. lllustrated throughout. l2S, 6d. each. 
A Ramble Round ~aDoe. I Tb:e Eastern WonderlaDd (JapaD). 
AU the Russiae. Glimpses at Soa.th America. 
Chats about Germany. Round Africa. 
p~~~:., O~P.Yl'am1da (Egyp __ t'~'_...:. __ ~~l:.._e_t~ gl Lem/!,~~dia)· 

Cheap Editions of Popular VolumeB for Young People. lllustrated. l2S, 6d. 
. each. . 

ID Quest of Gold; 01", 'Under I The Romanoe or Xuvention = I For Queen and X1Dg. 
the Wbanga Falla. Vignettes from the Annals or Working to Win. 

Onft::nt~h;L~:'.:~1 EB4.~~uWe:~SciCllC" - P~~at and Brigands 
Three Komes. • 

Marg ........ Ene_. Truth w1Il Out. 

i-~~bfeeffJ;~~ka. ~:,,~~ ~o:noo1in ~ ;:'~!Ofrhi7e'!: By 
Wondel'll oC COmmon TbiDga. the Rev. Dr. Lande1s. 
A' the South Pole. ___ ...:.-=8o=l::di=' er:::...;AIld E'atriot (Georp WashingtoD). 

In Six Sectional Vollllljles. Paper boards, cassell's Pictorial Scrap Book. 
cloth back, 35. 6d. per VoL 

Our 8cra'P Book .. The Magpie Scrap :Book.. 
The 8ealllde sorap Book. i~: it~pn~aB::potoolL The Little Folke' Scrap Book. _______ _ 

ne World'B Workers. A Series of New and Original Volumes by Popular 
Authors. With .Portraits printed on a tint as Frontispiece. 15. each. 

Joba cae.elt. By G. Holden Pike. Dr. Guth:rie, Father Mathew, Elihu B\U'I-
Charles :B.ad.don Spurpon. By Go Holden ritt. Joseph Liv~u,ey. 
Ill" Pike. R b By R Eo Selr. SIr HeDrJ' Havelock .... 4 ColIn campbell 
TheE ug .bUry. _.. Lord Clyde. 
8arab em. A6rnee WeBton. and lII1'8. Abraham Linooln. 

lIer David Livingstone. 
'l'homaa A. Ediaon and Samuel:l'.lL Morae. George Muller ancl.&nclrew Beed. 
J4n. Somerville and. M&17 Carpent.u- B.i~~ Oobden. 
General Gordon. BBJl,J&DQD. .I'rankl1D. 
Charles Dlokena. B.andel. 
I"lorenoe NiJrhtlngaJ,e, Catherine Marsh. Turner the Arttat. 

:i'r&D.oe. Ridley Haver&'al. Xra. lLaB. Geor6l8 and B.obert Stephenson. 
7U'd 'HI.. N. :a."). Sir Titus Salt and Georae Moore. 

_._ rM alow W.,.b CDH aIH .. Atul TAn. ,',. 0... ".,,1.. a.dt.1fIIt -.ru, 31. 

CASSELL &I..COMPANY, Li",iUtJ, LudgQl. Hill, Ltnutm. 
J'tIru &: Melbourne. 




